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PREFACE

The Mathgpiatit$-Methods. Pro ram (MMP) has been developed by the

Indiarii University Mathemiics Education.Development Center) (IEDC)' I-
- I..

&wing the years 1471-75. The development of the MMP was fdnded by'
t 1

It
he UPSTEP Progriik of-the National Science Fbundationwith the.goal

of producing an innovative program for the mathematics training of

prospective elementary school teachers .(PSTk).

The ii:rimar features of the MMP are-:

It combines tbe mathematics training and the methods training of

'-PSTs.

It prombtès a hanii-on, laboratory approach to teaching in which.

PSTs learn mathematics-and methods by doing rather than bx lis:

tening, takting notes-or memorizing

It involves the PST in uSing,techniques and matprials that ore

appropriate for use with children.

It focuses on the real-world mathematicaUconirns of children
---

and' the real,world dathematical and pedagogica concerns of

. PSTs.

'The MMP, as developed at the'MEDC, involves a ,university class-

room component and a related public school,teaching.component. The

university classroom tomponent combines the mathematics content

courses and. methods coUrses.normally taken by PSTs, while the public

school cteaching component provides the PST with a chance to gain ex-

perience with children and insigbt into their mathematical thinking.,

11Ir



A"model liwbeen deAloped. for the implementation Of, thepublic

school. teaching component of the.MMP. Materials have been developed

'for the uhiversitpclasstoom portion of the MMP. These include
1

instructional units with the following titles:

r/ Numeratiop

* Addition and Subtraction,

Multiplication and Division

Rational:Numbers with Integers and Real's

Awareness Geometry

Transformational -Geometry.

AnalysisOf Shapes,'

Measurement

Number Theory

Probability and Statistics

Graph;: the Picturing of Information

ExperienCes in Problem Solving

Aese units are written in an activity format that lnvol;es7 the PST

in doing matheMatics with an eye toward the applicationof math7 Alp
ematics in the elementary school. The units are almost entirelY in-

dependent of one another, and any Selection of them can be done, to

, apy order. It is worth noting that the first four units lited per-

taih to the basic number work in the elementary school; the second

four to ttle,geometry of the elementary school; and the final four to

mathematical topics for the elementary teacher:

fOr purposes of formative evaluation and dissemination, the MmP

has been fleld-tested at over 40 colleges and universities. 'The*

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

Use in mathematics department as the mathematics cqntent pro-

gram, or as a portjon,of that program;

'Use. in the edudation school as the methods program, or as a por-

tion-Of that,program,

Combined mathematics content and:methods program taught in
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either the mathematics department, or the education school, or,

jointlY;:'

AnY ofthe above, with or without the public school teaching ex-
.

perience.

Common to mostbf the field iMplementations was a small-group

forMat for the university classroom experience a-nd an emphasis on the

use of concrete materials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part.of the MMP have made a number of suggestions for change,.

many of which are reflected in the final form df the prograM. rts is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm fOr, MMP from those whdhave been involved in

field-testing .

A list of t'ke field-test centers of the MMP is as follows:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE.

7 Alvin, Jexas

BLUE MPUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
rendleton, Oregon

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
BoiSe, Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,

CHICO

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLEGE
Dubuque, Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Boulder, Colorado-

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TrACHERS COLLEGE

River Forest, Illinois

GRAMBLING STATE-UNIVERSITY
Grambling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Normal, Illinois

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
EVANSVILLE

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY,
Bloomington, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana ,

'MACALESTER mug
st. Paul, Minr*sota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT "FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITI'OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
_ 50RHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Losing. Michigan

'UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
. Cedar Falls, Iowa

NORTHERN MICHIGAA UNIVERSITY
Marquette, Michigan

NORTHWEST"MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY ,

Maryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston, Illinois

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE
Oakland city, Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon 4

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providence, Rhode Island

SAINT JOVIER COLLEGE.
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Diego, California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Francisco, California

A

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee

UAIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
Hattiesburg, Mississippi '

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITi;
Syracuse, New York.

-TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
.Morristown, Tennessee

WARTBURGCOLLEGE
.Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY .

Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER COLLEGE
Whittier, Californi

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINRIVER.
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE GRAPHS UNIT

That Ha.picture is worth a thousand words" seems to be an accepted

canon of human communication.. This unit addresses itself to the com-

munication of information by pidturing it with graphs. Following the-

-Nerview, there are four sections_of the unit, each focusing on the

picturihg of a different kind of information. Section.I studies bar.,

line, and cirdle graphs and pictographs as means of Picttlring data.

Section II uses rectangular and other less commonly recognized coor-

dinate systems to picture locations. Sectioh III considers the non7

traditional matlrial of picturing relations using directed graphs,

networks, and Papygrams, and Section IV discusses the picturing of

functions by means of graphs.

This approach to graphing_as picturinvinformation seems to be

appropriate since it emphasizes the potential for graphing activities

in the elementary school. Grakhing activities., as you will see, can

tave amuchwider scope than just the\mathematicserriculum. Since

other'subjects such as science 'and social studies involve data, loca-

tions, relations, and even functions, graphs can have wide applica-

bifiby and can provide a bri'dge between other curriculum areas and

mathematics.

The unit beglns with en overview of graphs in the elementary-

school.

12
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OVERVIEW

FOCUS:

'This overview Activity is_intended to broadeft'he reader's view of

graphs-:and to provide the reader wiih some ideas concerning the: poS-.

sible role cf graph's An the eleMentiry corriculum.

0

MATERIALS:
s

'(Optional) The'MathematiCs-Met6ods Program slide-tape overview en='

titled "Graphs in the Elementary School."

'DIRECTIONS:

Do one: of (1) or (3) and then Aiscus's the questiqns in (2).

1. View the slide-tape overvieW entitled "Graphs in the Elementary.

School."

2. Discuss the following questions:

ta). AS" a result of the overview, what new ideas have you gained

concerning graphs?,,

b) In what ways could graphing provide a link between other

school subjects and mathematics? (Be as specific as pos-

sible)

t,

c) In what ways do graphs enter+into your "adult" life?

) What experiences did you have with graphs in your schooling;
('

elementary?

secondary?
_

college?
A

3. Read the short essay that follows. The'essay is intended to

bqteden your view Of- mtat iraphs are and to provide you with'

some,perspective on the'possible uses' of graPhs in the elemen-

'tary sdhOOTtiOirhiculom.



p.
7OVERTIEW OF

GRAPHS IN 4'HE ELF,MENTARY SCHOOL

,

Communicating information is an important human activity. We'tend to
rely most heaVily onimords, Mitten, spoken, or sung, for'dbmmunicat-

,
ing:. We are also relying more and more heavily on numbers and equa

tions to communicate, but their effectiveness in communicating seems
to be limited for the nonspecialist.

. Pictures Slso comMunicate information. n artist can c pvey a
0lot of information quickly and effectively with a fA strokes of e

pen or brush.. In this unit we are concerned with graphs, which are .

certain kinds of formal pictures and which ire used to convey certain
klnds of information. As with most kinds of pictures; graphs have

-
the advantage that they communicate through our highly developed vi-

sual senses, and they transcend many language barriers whether the

barriers be due tb nationality, to culture, or to educational back7

ground.) Also, as with'most kinds of pictures, making and interpret-.

ing graphs requires some training and experience._

Many people have a somewhat narrower view of graphs than that

presented in this unit. Also, many peoPle fail to see the potential

for graphing activities with children. ThiSIaverview is intended to

introduce you to the view of graphs that is'presented. in this tion

and to provide you with a glimpse of some possible graph.ing activi-

ties for childetn.

As you will see, this training
.

and experience with graphs can be a

very natural part of thookelementary

schgel curriculum. Different kinds

'of Aphs can be used to portray at

least four kinds of inforMation:

1) Graphs such as the bar, line,

circle and pictographs shown at the

right can be.used to organize and 1

display data generated in ,classropm

activities.

14 <-
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Coordinate graphs.can locate points or objects.

Jeocliciu4ATE
GRAPHS

(21"

3) Digraphs can picture relations such as "is my sister" o

greater than."

DIalAPHIS
7

DILL NRY

PAY SISTER"

is s.GREAT
THAN ER

to

4) Gi.aphs of functions can picture those certain special relations

that are called functions.

FuNCTIOM GRAPHS

f(x)gi

The remainder of this overview will attempt to go into more de-

tail on each of these kinds of graphs an4 on its potential role in

h#1pilOhildren to learn to picture information.



RAPHS THAT PICTURE DATA

Every chtld gets to school'one way or another. In a iJismission of

different modes lpf transportation, a class can collect data on the

different ways in-which the children come tpschool. Some walk, some

ride a bike, and Others are driven iv 0 bus or a 'car. Each child can

Place .a block on the chalkboard in fronCof the picture which shows

how he or she,comeS to school. For example, inthis illustratiOn the

class can see from Ihe piles of blocks that mOst of the children come

to school by bus.

This activity could be extended to having the clas display the data

on a large bar graph. The teacher can also take advantage of this

.activity to enhance sk,ills with counting and numbers.

1111111111111111111111,

11111111111111'

11111111110101111111111111111111111111111111111

tflttlItl
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4.
In :later-grades, when the children have studied percentages and

,angle meathirement and have further devtloped their drawing skills,

one could use "How I Come to School" data to compile a circle graph.

.
'

it* I
CoNIE To ScHoof.

, ,...

Another data-collecting activity could be generated by listing-

the birthdays of the children,in a.9las. In this graphing exper-

.,:lence, each child-is-'isked to' match his name with-the Month in which

111P his birthday occurs by attaching a piece of yarn from his name 4 the

oper month. ,

4

7'6

Then the tlass can ave discussion and answer several questions by,.

.koking at the yarn pictur .
.Which month has the most birthdays?

7



4 1,

How do we know that thiS.month has'the most 6i.rthdays? Which month

has the least number of birthdays?* Are there any months,in which no

oKe'has a birthday? Does each child;have a tdrthday? Do any chill-.

dren- have two .birthdays? Notice that there art manyAuestions which

children Can.answer easily by reading data piciurid in this "graph."

In the lower, grades,the teacher can constrdct a`bar graph that wilt

correspond to the student-collected data.

Questions can also be asked about this,graph. .Which month has the

most bifthdays? Which'has the least? A guestion.Such as "Can we

tell from this graph when Patty's birthday As?"' can illustrate the
\ .

strengths and shortcomings of particul'ar'kinds of graphs. -In,higher
- ,

grades ihe studenis;themselves can copsthuct these bar graphs.
.,-

In nfany elementdry claSses,

UESkeeping a record of the dafly,

weather 'report is a routine part

of every day. This activity can
)

be used in a graphing lesson.

Studepts look at the sky and note

the outddor temperature. Then a

student records the temperature

and the visible weather picture

, on a class weather calendar.

8

1111 13.73:-3,
550/ 52°'

4

6
EL:";ragiEl Le 11

r" 6*
1 16 17 Erj

I R Ez 25

911
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At the gnd of each month, the weather,c0endar can be used for dis-

cusion, and-graphing purposes.

. In the lower elementary grades, the,weather data may be collect-

ed on a pictograph, providing an.opportunity to ask the class sUch

questions as: ,"What type ot.,weathertoccurred most often in May?"

and "Were thtre more'sunny days than rainy or cloudy days?" and so

pn.

MAY'S WEATHER
ISuNNY

um'
CPPY0 'i4iff9 0 &c36?oag

In later elementary grades the same .

data, might be displayed by the stu-

dent on a circle graph.

The temperature.data dn the calendar'

,afford.a good opportunit) tb have the ,/

, poser elementary student cons,truct

line graph. The'studeht first trans'fers the data to a numger grid,

as shbwn beldw.,'
,

1 9



The paints are then connectid by straight line .segments imorder to

make the detection of temperature trends and contrasts Mote ROdent.

DAILY TEMPERAVRES
Of MAY

.4

DAYS

The class could.be asked such questions' as: "What day of the month

was warmest?" "Whst day Was coldest?" "What was the temperature

range for the MOnthr "What week had the greatest drop in temperi-,.

ture?" "Overall, did it get colder or warmer during'the month?"

. And so on. ,

GRAPHS THAT PICTURt LOCATION
' )

,

-,

.

Children enjoy playing the "Where is the.?" game, which serves as a

good introduction to working with coordinate -systems, An object is.
. , .

i

.placed on,a number grid, and the.cF0dren.are asked todescribe the
,

locItlon,of qt.,: bject in-terMs Of the numbers,1a6eling-the.lines:-!

The ieacher'*mig :.at,,l(,- "Where is the tree?" and the student would
,

- k

lOcate the obje

10



CoveR To LNE
5 AND UP To

L.tNE
"I
6
5
4 S.

I

1
-411 2 5 G 7 .

This game could be continued by calling a student up to flip grid to.

place the obje t and ask his classmates to tell the location..

Another frid sys,te0 that could be Used for the "Where is the 7"

game is a ne hborhood street map. The teacher mightplace a small

object at oê.jkof the street intersections, and then ask,the claSs'to
4

1111

describe the4ction of the object.

11;
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Skill in locating points' can be used to picture information con-

tained in equations and,functions. For example in the primary

-grades, children are often asked 0 find whole-number solutions to

:equatIons such as

OLIO e

A table can be made on t chalkboard shoWing several of the values

of 4 and 0 th'at can be put into the equation to make it true.

If the class has Flu some previous work wilh grids, the children can

locate the points corresponding to the tabula. data. When the graph

is completed, the class can be asked if they'see any pattern on the

graph.

,

5 5
o

9

8 2

The primary-grade child.will

plot only whole-number values for

and 0 . Later in the 'ele-

mentary school, graphing frac-

tional values can be taught, as

well as, using negative integers

and plotting points outside the

. first quadrant.

1 1,

212
4::A04 4 13

.

.4 14
4.

-4 , +-

12 22
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GRAPHS FOR PICTURING FUNCTIONS

Another use of the skill of locating Tbints is graphing func-

tions. For example, children enjoy graphing functions that are

introduced through the "What's My Rule?" game. This game is played

by placing a child inside'a large box called a function machine.

The chfld in the machine.c.hooses a rule, e.g., "double." Then,,as a

basis for guessing the rule, the class gives th'e Machirie'various in-

put and the child in the machine sUpplies the appropriate ,

output numbers.

0
By recording the input-output pairs in a table and by plottlifig the

pairs on a grid, the class 'can help make its guessing easier and

more sYstematic. When the rule has finally been discovered, the

game can be replayed, using a different rule.

INPLir ouT

1 2
2 4
3 6

13 2 3



GRAPHS FOR PICTURINGIREWIONS

A somewhat less common kind of graph is the directed graph or

digraph. This kind'of- graph can be 6Sed to picture relations and;

unlike the others, ddes not depend on-numerical information.

Children tend to'be interested in various familfal relation-

ships. This interest.can be capitalized on in woeking with digraphs.

For example, the directed graph shown below is being, used to symbol--

tze the relation "is My sister."

The teacher might show the clas-s'a directed graph representing a

playground where everYone who is a le to has pointed to his or her

sister. She could then ask the rnibers of the class to go to the

graph and answer such questions as: "Where is a sister?" "Where is

a brother?" "Does everyone sh wn have a sister on the playground?"

14



Directed graph activities can also:be done. with,n6merical relation-'

III ships. The student on the right below is pointing to a directed

graph illustratin'9 the relation "is greater than.." Digraphs can also

be used in factoring composite numbers into their primg factors* as

the,student on the left has done.

Digraphs can also be used to picture eColOgical relationships between

variou§ animals, as in this illustration:

The use of digraphs in the elementary school is,in its infancy, but

it may become More widespread.

15
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A
This lras been a long list of exaMples. The intent Of the list

is to introduce you to different-kinds of graphs, And to sugges.tto.

you that the making and interpreting of graphs is feasible and desir-
.

able in the elementary curriculum. jhe unit that follows.is designed

to broaden and deePen yOur skirls with mating and using graphs in

order to help help thilcfren use graphs tO communicate infarma-
7

bion.
,

er



Section I
PICTURING DATA

,

This secti);!n explores the pieturing of information that is in-the

form of data. Data arises.in our.livesin mahy different circuM.-

stances. .
Some of it you gather inforMally as in "1 miss-that turn

half of the-time." .,Some people suah as, pollsters; statisticians and.--

even weathermen make a profession of gathering, organiiinl, anaslyz-'

ing, and drawing inferences from data.. The -use,of lraphs tO help or-

ganize. and Present datalis a common and important practiCe.

Activity 1 presents four:types of data graphs (bar, line, circle

and pictogri0h) and proviles, experience with reading and.construqing

each type.. Also the point is,Made that the impression conveyed by a,

bar'or line graph or pictograpt can be.altered by'altering the tori.

-z6ntal and vertieal seales. The data presented in'Actlyity 1 is

chosenifto be much like that which Dne wOuldeencounier in work-with

children; In ACtivity 2 you collect data ,to substantiate a point of,

View and you present the:data on graphs that are appropriate to that'

point of, view.

There is an assignment connected with Activ-

ity 2 that must lie begun prior to doing the

activity in class,. You should turn to direc-

-tion 1 on pages 29-30 to.get the assignment.



While there are questions concerning graphing activities for children
1

throughout Section I, Activity 3 focuses on the use of data graphs

with children.

If you want some additional work.with data graphs,. ,you can turn

to the'Graphing Self-Evaluation.in therAppendix,

, MAJOR QUESTIONS

1.. Describe steps one might go through in collacting data to sup-.

port a point of view and theh in organizing.and pictering that

data. List some considerations one makes in picturing data. In

particular, discUss the effect of the choice of types of graptit

_and scalet.
A

2. Choose a level, primary (1-3) or.upper elementary (4-6). Uist:

the objectives that you might have for a Class at ti-lat level

with,respect td bar, line, circle, and pictographt. ,Outline a

sample data-graphing activity thht you might do with the chil-

dren while studying some topic besides mathematics. ge sure to

include some key questions that you woUld ask tile children, in

order to bring out the salient features of the,graphs in ques-

tion. Also be sure that the children have the prbreqUisite

'skills for the activity.

18



ACTIVITY"1

BAR, LINE, CIRCLE' AND PICTOGRAPHS AND THE EFFECTS OF SCALING

FOCUS:

Bar.graphs, line graphs, circle graphs, and pictographs can all be

used to picture data. In this activity you'will have experience

reading and constructingeach type of graph: You will also consider

the characteristics Of each type of graph and the effects of scaling

on the message of a graph. Many of the raphs presented,miglIt be

used in an elementary sChool classroom.

Graph paper, ruler, comPass, and protractor.

PART A: Bar, Line, Circle and Pictographs-

pISCUSSION:

You tave probably seen examplei of tach of,the fourikinds-of graphs

mentioned in the title For eiample, circle graphs are often used 6'

picture a totality of a quantity and to indicate how portiOnS of that

totality are allocated. Here is a circle graph indicating how one

college stUdent spent his budget.

Entertainment

19
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Bar-graphs and pictographs.facilitate comparisons of.quantities.

Thjs bar graph is 'Intended tO.emphasiie a coMparison:

Heroin'

Barbiturates.

[1:1 LSD

Amphetamlnes .

Glue

.Marijuana

I

3 .4

Self Report on Use of Drug7t
AMOng Onions in o'High School 1974

I I-

5 6 7

Cigarettes

AfAlcoholic
Drinks

8 9-- lo 11 12 13 14 15

Percent reporting use'

while'this pictograph compares quantWes and can be easily updated.'

Money Accumulated For Classroom Projectt

$ represents two dollars)

Class Donation,to United Fund $ $ $ $ $. .

ClaSs Gift to School $ $
_Class Picnic $ $ $ $ $

New Volleyball $ $

Line graphs can Also be-used for comparison. and for expressing allo-

cations of resoureet, but they seeM to be Iparticularly seful or

communicating trends. Here is a line graph that compares trends.

2030



Data ofpcs Participants in a State, 1956-67

0
.

1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

Year

Basketball

r & t

The.questions in this activity should efther help to introduce you to

or remind you of these four types of graphs. If you feel the need

for further experiences with the data graphs presented in thfs sec-

tiofl, you can turn to the Graphing Self-Evaluatidb in the Appendix.

,You should note that the data and graphs of this activity are chosen

at an elementary school level. This is done to provide,you with a

resburce ideas to use in graphing activities with children.

21
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DIRECTIONS:

1. The ,students in a fourth-grade class construCted the following'

rainfall graph during one school year.

S

0

Answer the following questions about the graph.

a) Which month had the most rain?

b) What were the approximate amounts orrainfall in September,

December, and April?,

c) What part.Of the school year would you call-the roiny sea-

son.?

.7(1). About what percentage of th total rainfall fell in Decem-

ber?

2. Mary was concerned with her tendency to double-fault with her

tennis serve. As part of a program to improve her serve, she

decided to make a graph of her daily serving success. Here is

her graph for one week. .
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.60

50

40

30

20
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4

W Th F Sair Sun

Day of week

Answer the following questions concerning 'this graph.

a) Is Mary improv,ing?

b) Which was Mary's best serving day? Her worst?",

,c). Approximately what
percentage of her total serves of the

week were good? (Analyze this question 'carefully.)

d1,-. Fill in the following table.

Day: °Cof good serves

"t.

T.

Th

Sat

Sun

e`f

3. An-eighth'grade had classes_in,science, social studies, mathe- °

matics, and lapOrage arts (split bithe teacher into literature

and grammar). The class was upset
about,the length of its math-

ematiO assignments,
sAlley decided to make a presentation that

23,
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would convince their mathematics teacher that she was using an

unfair share of,their study time. .Here is the graph that the

class presented.

Allocation of Study Time

a) The alert mathematics teacher told the class tMat they were

complaining io the wrong teacher. Which teacher do you sup-'

pose she had in mind?

b) out what percentage of study tithe did the class feel that

they spent on eaCh 9f their subjects?

c) what special skills are involved in reading a circlesgraph

that are not required for the other three types of graphs?

4. A second-grade class wanted to keep track of the number of dry ,

and.rainy days durtng.a week, so they used the following method

of representing this data, using cut-out faces.

RAINY

DRY

24
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Answer.the f011owing questions about this pittograph:

a) What advantage can you see to using a pictograph in this

situation instead of a bar graph?

b) Whip'Of the followi,ng kinds o f data would lend themselves

to ilepresentation on a pictograph?.

High temperature on each day"of'the week

The number of children who ride a bike,malk, and are

-driven to school

The relative numbers of science, math, and social-

studies books in the library

The number of recyclable caris collected by each child.

in the class

5. Below are four sets of da presented in tables. For each set

of data, construct a bar line, circle, or pictograph to,.repre-

sent the data. Choose a different type of graph for each set of

data. Base your choice cn the appropriateness'of the type of

graph for theAafa.

Student

Books read so

far this year

Meaiured

Diameter of

Circle.(in cm)

Measured

Circumference of

Circle (in cm)
Sally I

Miry'

Bill

Don

Joe

Place of

residence

4, 1

7

4

3

2

Fraction of

year spent

1

1.5

3.25

4

Spelling

test #

3.1

4.71

12.8

Johnny's

score on test

home

hotels

cottage

grand-
mother's

2

3

1

12

V 1
1.

1

2

3 '

4

5

50

90

33

79

97

25
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6. Choosea grade level, and one,of your graphs in (5) and list sev-

eral questions you would ask children at that level about the

graph.

. 7. As a homework assignment, cobect two examples each -of bar,

line, circle, and pictograph. These Cantbe found in newspapers,

magazines, reports, books,"etc. -A particular effort should re

made to find examples that would be meaningful and interesting

to chil,dren. .Make up questions that you would ask a class-about

each of your,graphs.

8. Graphing can be useful in,many elementarY 'School ac6vities:

Brainstorm several activities that would-lend themselVes to rep-

resentation by bar, line, circle, and pictogra0s.

For 'additional practice with reading and constructing graphs, turn to

the Appendix. .

PART B: THE EFFECT OF SCALING

The message conveyed'by a bar, line, or pictograph can be altered by

a change in the scale of the graph. We present 'here a discussion of

scalilig, to be, followed by some scaling activities for you.

The following two graphs present the same data on the same type of'

graph.

100

0

--- 80
a,

(0
60

20

S.

1

S M T W Th

Day of week

26,
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100

90--

80

40

30

20 -4

S M TrW Th F

Day of week

Both of these line graphs,present the 'Same data. Do they con'ey tbe

same message? IrYou wanted to emphasize the variability of the

weather, which graph would you use? Notice that, on the first graph,

the days of the week on the horizontal axis are spread out and the

numbers on the vertical axis are condensed., Both of these changes

tend to miniMift the appearance of variability in the data.. In the

second graph, the variability is emphasized'by compressing the hori-

zontal axis and extending the vertical axis.

DIRECTIONS:

9: Take some data. Choose opposing points of view or messages with

respect to the data. Make two graphsof the.data--one to sup-

port each of the opposing points of view. (You cah use data you

have collected;.you can use data that is presented in a news-'

paper; or you cin use some data from 'the Appendix.)

27 37



10. Collect examples of grapht from newspapers, magazines, reports,

etc., and discuts the effect of scaling on the message conveyed.

Did you find any situations where the data hai been disttIrted by

the choice of scale?

11. Briefly summarize the effects of'scaling on the horizorita1.and.

vertical axes of bar', line, and pictographS.

2838
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ACTIVITY 2 .

DATA COLLECTION AND REPORT

FOCUS:

In Activity 1 you had 6xperience reading and making four types of

graphs of data. ,Graphs are constructed to pictUre information-to

convey a message. In tffis ae,Vivity, you will gain experience with

picturing information contained in data, You Oil

Choose a question or position,

Collect data to answer the:question or support the position,

Decide on a message .contained,in the tiata,

Choose a type of graph and a scale that will easilY and clearly

communicate the message,

Construct a graph of the data,

Present the graph to Others for evaluation.

DISCUSSION:

You will be asked to carry out a. small data-collection experiment and

to make a graph of the data. Your instructor will make the assign- ;

ment (Number 1 below) and will indicate when and how you need to'have

it completed (Number 2 below).

DIRECTIONSc

1. Assignment:

a) Thfnk of a question or posiXfon,-and devise a data-collec.-

tion eXperiment to shed light on the question to supporf

or refute the position. Ose your imagination; almost any

data-collection experiment Would be fine; you might want to

check your 'ciala-collection idea with Your inStructor. 5ome

possible kinds of eXperiments are:

29



Poll attitudes of classmatei or dormmates toward a

political issue.

Determine the time it takeg) each of your favorite bugs

to walk through a tube,

Analyze the writing of slifferent inlividuals'in terms

ol the frequency of toe of vario0s parts of speech.. .

b) Collect your data (you may-want to devise a convenient table

or chart for collecting it).

c) Organize yoUt data, and look for patterns or trends,that .

support a point of view, position, or message.

d) Decide which types of graphs (bar, line, circle:or picto-' I

graph) are most suitabl9 for presenting your 4ata. You may.

Use.several different ypes bf graphs, depending on the type

of data and the message that you.may want to Convey. FOr

bar, line, and pictograPhs, You need, to choose a scale that

.will accurately communicate the message contained i your

data. ,

e) Construct your graph(s), and prepare a report consisting of

a description Of your experiment and how you colTected your

dat, the graph(s), and a description of any answers; mes-

sages, or conclusions that are warranted bytthe data. Your

instructor may ask you' to present your repolk to the class

(Number 2 below) or to turn it in.

2. Students Selected to present 4ata reports should focus on how,

the data was collected, how'tt was organized, and why particular

kinds of graphs were chosen in preference to others.. Then, in a

.spirit of inquiry, not of criticism, the class should address

itself to each of the following questions:

a) What waS the message?



b) Did the data:support the message?*

Cold another kind of graph or a different scale have been

'used to better con'vey the message?

The class should Ky, particular attention to the generep4squestion of .

which kinds tf graphs seem moSt approprilp for which kinds of.data.;

After the 'reports have been made, the whole class, (alth,theinStruc'--

tor's help,. should suMmarize the discutsion on this question. Fill-

ing in the_following table might be of some help to-that end.

FtATURES OF GRAPHS

Particularly Good
For

Noi Particularly .

Good For

Circle
Graph

/

.

Line
Graph

. .

.

Bar
Graph

_

1._

Pittograph
,

\

,

*An informal discussion of the adequacy of sampling procedures will

'be presented in the Probability and Statistics unit of the Mathemat-

ics-Methods Program.
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ACTIVITY 3

GRAPHING WITH CHILDREN

'FOCUS':

An important,objective of your Work with this unit is to help you be-

. come more effective at doing' graphing with children. In this activ-

ity you will prepareA -graphing activity, for child, ren,.and try it out

if possible. You Should note that graphing can be a part of manyr,

different elementary school activities.

DIRECTIONS:

?

1. Prepare a leson plan for an elementary school activi that in-'

volves grap ing. The lesson can,have graphing.as its objective,

or graphingc n be a tool to f4ci1itate another Objective'. Be

sure to specif he objectives,of the lesson, the prerequisite

skills required, and'the grade level for-which the Tessa' is in-

tendect. 'The following are some ideas for possible lesson top-

ics,.

Measure the circumference (0 and

the,diameter (d) of several cir-

cles And grapi them on C-d axes.

Can, the child ea.pattern?

What Would happ if you did a

similar th'ing for,squares (i.e.e
Y

grapW'perimeter vs. length of

diagone)?

Have children cut Out circles

that are of the same'color as

their hair, and place tilem-on a

felt board--forming a pictograph.
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Take a passage in a book and graph the frequency of the

various parts of speech, the occurrences of three-, four-,

five-, and six-letter words, or some.other linguistic at-

tribute of the passage.

-Graph sunset hours for each,day of a week. Look for a,

:trend. (You may have some scaling problems here.)

Graph the lengths of sweet potato and bean plants for each'

day of a month.

Have each child represent on a graph the proportion of time

spent in various activities during a day. Is it true that

they work Aght hours, sleep eight hours, and play eight

hours?

Graph the production of meat in various countries.. Then ;

graph relative populations, and compare. Can yj,,, guess

, whiCh countries are exporters? -"4

2. Try your activity with cbfldren. B sure to provide the class

with thellaterials that you' netd,,and-be sure to check that the

children have the prerequisite skills. You may want to modify
. -

your leSson on the bas4s of the trial.

3. Briefly,describe an elementary school gaphing activity connett-
,

ed with each of the following subject areas:- I

reading

writing

arithmetic.
A

social studies

spelling-

science

physical educatton

art

music

4 3
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Section II
PICTURING LOCATIONS

The theme of picturing information is developed further in this sec,

tion. The information to be pictured here has to do with location

or position, and the ,basic tool for picturing will be the coordinate

system. You are used to identifying locations using such phrases as

"50, miles west of Detroit on Inier tate 94,'" and "at the'corner of

Le ington Avenue and 42nd Street." As you know,.these phrases refer .

to locations that can be pictured on a map. Coordinate systems are

ess ntial to picturing such locations. The most important aspect of

such a system is that it provides a. systematic means df assigning a

name to each location.

Activity 4 ts concerned with locating points using,rectangular

(Cartesian) coordinate systems. The activity imiolves information

anOkills that will be familiar to many'readers. These readers can

use the activity for recall and review.

'Activity 5 investigates some other coordinate systems. In some

cases you will be familiar with the system, but you may not be used

to thinking about it as a coordinate System.

Activity 6 addresses itself to the problem of representing a

three-dimensional world on two-dimensional maps. This is an histori-

cally important problem which admits.of a variety of solutions, each

particularly useful for' a specific purpose. You should keep in mind ,

throughout that the concept of a coordinate,system is a useful organ-

izer. It provides an umbrella under which many apparently dissimilar

but actually related ideas may be collected.

35
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. Activity 7 brings the focus.back to the elementary school class-

. room by asking you to analyze what is done in textbooks, and to out-

line graphing activities to be done with children..
et

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1,

By the time you have completed Section II you should have answers to

the following questions.

1. What is a definition of a coordinate System? Or at least, what

are the important common attributes of all coordinate systeMS?

In what specific ways (outline lat least three) can one use coor-

dinate systems to effect a tie-in-between mathematics and, other

elementary school topics?
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ACTIVITY 4

RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEMS

TOCUS:

This activity provides a brief opportunity to learn, relearn, or re7

view skills, with rectangular coordinate systems.

DISCUSSION:

You have already used certain skills with rectangular coordinate sys-

tems in your work with bar, llne, and pictographs in Section I. How-'

ever, since rectangular coordinates-are regularly taught at- most

levels in the elementary, school, it seems yorthwhire to confirm your

understanding-of them. .
This activity also provides a nice point of

comparison and contrast with the next activity, in which other less
6

commonly recognized coordinate' systems are introduced.

MATERIALS:

Ruler and graph paper.

DIRECTIONS:
-3

Above is a picture of what is called'a number line. Every num-

ber has a location on the line, and every location on the line

has a number that atcurately describes if. The number line is

one-dimensiortl, since a single number locates each point.

Label as accurately as possible, usAng a ruler, the location

described by each of the following numbers.

1
-3, 17, 2.75, -0.33, 2

(Not146at the number line proves to be a useful instructional

aid with ch'ildren. One can model such operations as addition
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and subtraction by '!hopping" forward and backward on the nuMber

line. One can also embody distance in terms of lengths of in-

tervals.).

2. Two perpendicular number linee form i wo-dimensional rectangu-

lar coordinate system:

Pe

A3
2

-1 3

Q

The point labeled P can be located by the ordered pair .(-2,3)

since its location corresponds to -2 6n the,M4izontal number

line or axis, and.to 3 on the vertical axis. You should agree

that _Q is located by (0,-2) ind '11 by (24).. On the rectan-

gulp- coordinate system below, label the point 1ocatedeby each

of the following ordered pairs:

(1,1); (-1,1), (-1,-1), (1,-0, (1A)., (3,5), (0,0)

2
1

1

C

#
-3 -2 -1

-2

As

1 >
2 3

'13

Also, wr.4e down ordered pairs which locate points A, B, And C.
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3. The rectangular coordinates described in (2) are useful for lo-

cating points in a plane (two-diinensional space). This system

is most appropriate for a flat sheet of paper or a flat chalk-

board. Rectangular coordinates can also be used to locate

points in three dimensions, using three number lines (coordinate

axes). This is most important since we live in a physical world

that can be. thought of as three-dimensional. :

For example, the point P in Figure 1 below can be located

by (1, 2, 3).

Figure 1

A

P

127

One way to describe the process of,iocating points in three

dimensions is to label the three'number lines so that they can

be referred to. A common way is to call them the x-axis,

y-axis, and z-axis.

"Figure 2

z-axis

x-axis

39

y axis
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The point P in:Figure 1 is described Oy (1, 2, 3) sibte it is

located one unit toward you in the direCtion of the'x-axis, two

units, to the right 1n the direction of the y-axis, and three

units, up in the direction of the.z-axis.

a) Find the coordinates '(x, y, z) which describe the points Q

and R in Figure 3.

-3 -2 ;,t1 1 2 3

F

1 /_
_ _ ___

,

,9

,

-1 ,',
, ,

, , ,

(/

Figure 3

b) Draw a three-dimensional rectangular coordfnate system,,and

locate the points tiAt_ are described bye:

(1,1,1), (-1,2,1), and

4. The corner of a typical room provides a convenient three-Aimqn7

sional rectangular coordinate system. Discuss with classmates

&I activity that you might do with children to help them learn

to locate points in the room by using rectangular coordinates.

5. Scaling was discussed in Activity 1. Scaling also enters into

problems of locating points so that information is displayed

40 4



clearly and,accurafely. ,For example, which the follo

two rectangular coordinate systems would be most enient for

picturing the following ordered pairs: (1.,43), (2,57),

(3.59). (4,63)? Why?

60

5 50

4 40

'3 30.
2 20'

10

2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 '5 6

Theselpairs could represent the high temperatures on successive

days, and locating them could be the first step in constructing

a line graph.

a different Way, scaling can be a.graphic'aid.

Draw a small simple figure on one grid and then enlar e it by

reriroducing tt with the.aid of a larger grith (This a tivity

might be'a good one to do at home.)

41
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HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHT

jtene DesCartes (1596-1650) and Pierre de

Fermat (ca. 1601-1665) were the inventors

of coordinate geometry. Coordin.pte geome-

try establishes a correspondence between

points in the plane and ordered pairs of

real numbers, with the latter normally

plotted on a rectangular (Cartesiin) coor-,

dinate system. Desc04-tes, in addition to

2joct.t7i. his centributions to iothematics, spent

time and effort studying science, religion

and philosophy. He culminated: four years.of study bY writing

a physical 'account of the universe, Le Monde. Just as he was

preparing to have it published he learned of the fate of poor

Galileo (1564-1642). -In 1633 Galileo was found guilty pf
heresy for publishing his famous DiscorSi. which supported

the Copernican theory that the earth moves around the sun.

Under threats of torture by the Inquisition, Galileo recanted

and denounced his work. Since Le Monde contained arguments

based on the truth of the Copernican theory, Descartes, also

a devout Catholic, cancelled his publication plans for Le

Monde.
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ACTIVITY 5

REAL-WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEMS

FOCUS:

In this activity, several coordinate systems for picturing locations

will be introduced. Your experiences with them should make you awire

of the large number of coordinate systems that exist and.of the ad-

vantages of certairi ones. There are many possibilities for using the

ideas of this activity in lessons for children.

6

DIRECTIONS: .

Discuss the follOwing questions concerning coordinate systems

I. If you were in Washington, D.C. and looking for the Nationa101u-

seumCof Natural.History (see Figure I), when would you use the

streets as your coordinate system, ond when would you .use the

numbered and lettered grid lines? What are the advantages and

disadvar4ages of each coordinate system?

5
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N

2. Suppose that'a submarine commander is trying to destroy an enemy

ship which is just out of sight in the middle .of the ocean, and

suppose that thdcommander does not know his own position.

Which of the following tm coordinate sYsteMs provides more use-

ful information for the scout.ing plane to radio to the submarine

commander? .

a) The 1atitude-longitude40ogon of the eneMy ship:

A distance/bearing system centered in 'the submarine:

enemy
ship

Direction of
Submar(ne

Suinerfne

3 Suppose that' an airplane pilot (who knew her/his sition) had

spotted the enemy,ship discussed in problem (2). Wich coordi-

natesystem should the pllot use in describing the location of .

the ship to the plane's home base?

54
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4. In what way is each of the following a coordinate system?

cificallys what coordinates are needed in each case?

' a) a state highway map

b) the auditorium seating plan shown in Figure 2 below

c) the index of a book

d) the rows of seAs in a classroom

Spe-

mote
I I

FRONT ORCHESTRA

Figure 2

5. What coordinate system-can'te used to describe the squares on a

chessboard? What is the usual, coprdinate system? The table on

the next pagek gives the plays 'Olca chess game. Construct a

rough chessboard and make-the opening moves.

46 5
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QUEEN'S PAWN OPENING

1. N-Q63 P-Q4

2. P-Q4 N-KB3
3. B-N5
4. P-K4 PxP

5. NxP B-K2

6. BxN BxB

7. N-KB3 0-0
8. P-B3 P-QN3

9. Q-B2 B-N2

10. B-Q3 B-K2

11. P-KR4 'N-Q2

12. N4-N5 P-N3

13. NxRP KxN

14. P-R5 P-KB4

15. PxPch KxP

16. Q-K2 GxN .

17. QxPch R43
18. BxPch K-N2

19. R-R7ch K-B1

20. R-R8ch K-N2

21. R-R7ch K-B1

22. Q-K3 B-Q4.

23. R-R8ch B-N1

24. B-R7 K-B2

25. BxBch K-N2

26. Q-R3 N-Bl

27. B-N3 Q-Q3
28. R-N8 mate.

6. a) Outline an activity involving coordinate syst9ms related to

some elementary school subject besides mathematics.

Do the lesson vith children if you cam. , /r.
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-ACTIVITY 6

THE MAPMAKER'ST,DILEMMA

FOCUS:

s In this activity you will glimpse the problems involved in making

flat maps of the spherical earth.' This is clearly another aspect of

picturirig locations.

MATERIALS:

Globe; map of the.United.States, on which parallels of latitude are

equally spaced; Mercator projection of-North America (such projection

maps are available in most atlases and in the backs of most large

dictionaries).

DISCUSSION': -

As.the surface of the earth becape better known, 16th-century map-

makers wrestled with the problem of picturing on flat Maps locations

that are on the solid earth. The problem was solved in several ways,,

each way having its own inherent advantages and shortcomings,.- Maps

in use today largely reflect these solutions. r

DIRECTIONS:

Proceed through the following exercises.

/
1. Compare the map of the United States on which the parallels of

Ok

latitude are equally spaced, with the United StateS on the.

globe'. In what deas does distortion occur?

2. Suppose you had maps of'Canada and of Mexico on which the paral-

lels of latitude were;equally spated, which country would be

most accuratelyi.epresented? Why?



3. How does a Mercator projection attempt to resolve the distortion

Problem?

4. Find the shortest path between Halifax, Npva Scotia'and San

Francisco on the globe and on the Mercator projection. How do

they compare? (PirCk out a couple of cities along each route.)

5. Investigate in detail and prepare a report on several of the

solutions of the mapping problem.discussed in this section.

.Your report might include a discussion..of cylindrical, conic,

polar, polyconic,,and stereographic projections. Comment on how .

an elementary teacher might iidentify some important mathematical

ideas in'a.lesson on geography. Atlases and encyclopedias are

possible 'sources of information.
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ACTIVITY 7

COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR CHILDREN

FOCUS:

Coordidate systems enter a child's life in the classroom and outside

the classroom. In this activity you will consider the ways in which

coordinate systems can relate to children. You will have an opportu-

nityto plan a lesson on .coordinate systems for children.

MATERIALS:

Sevdral elementary school mathematics text series.

DIRECTIONS:
/

1. Brainstorm a list of ways in whiCh coordinate systems could be

used in conjunction with subjects other than mathematics in the

elementary school curriculum.

2. List topics in the elementary mathematics curriculum where coor-

dinate systems could playLa part.

3. Thumb briefly through an elementary mathematics text series, to

see how the uie of coordinate systems there relates to your list

in (2)'. Make any additions to your list.

4. Make a list of any additional ways in which coordinate systems

might enter a child's life outside of the classroom.

5. Choose a grade level. Outline a coordinate-system activity for

children at that level, which would relate coordinate systems to

some activity or topic outside of the mathematics curriculum.



Section III

PItTURING RELATIONS

In Section I you had experience with the picturing-of information

that is contained in data. You used bar, line,-circle, ane-pictol,

graphs to represent, possibly misrepresent, the information contained

in numbers. In Section II you studied. the picturing of locations

using many different systems. One of the primary messages, of that

section was that these'different systems can all be thought of as

coordinate systems and are quite analogous to the rectangular coor-

din'ate systemg with which you are familiar. In,this section you will

be working With A type Of graph that is likely,to be unfamiliar to'

you. Instead of having graphs that look like

, or that look like
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you will haVe.graphs that look like

These graphs are ca led

, digraphs (shoOtfor directed graphs), networks, and Papygrms,

and they picture relations. For exawle, an arrow in the above graph

says "is,refated to;" so that the graph says that:

A is related to A

A is related to B

B is related to C

C is related to B

A is related to C.

The'relations pictured ',by such graphs can be such familial relations

as "is the sister of" and "is a blbod relative of," or numerical re-

lationships such as "is the square root\bf;" and "shares a prime fac-

tor with" or the relationship can indicate aphysical connection such

as "lie on the same highway" and "can be hooked onto the same elec-

tric line.". Pictdring these relations with graphs can help to com-
.

municate the relation to others. It can also help tio, ana)yze the re-
,

lations.hip.as a step in solving some prob,lem.

It is impoi-tant to'note that gisaphing relations is not a gerier-

ally accepted 'part of the elementary school curriculum. Some pfo-

neering'work with relations fOr,zhildren has been done by the Papys

(see Activity 8) and others, but *there is no consensus as to the role,

of graphs of relations in the elementary curriculum. Relations are

included here because of their mathematiCal importance, because

graphing relations does seem to hold some real ibstructional potenr

ial for children, and because we thought you wOdldli graphing re-

lations both interesting and enjoyable.
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In this section you will picture relations using'digraOs and

networks (Activity 8). You will,analyze certain digraphs and net-

works (Activit 9). You will study relations represented as ordered

pairs and the Papygrams associated with ,them.(Activiy 10). You Will

consider a particular kind of relation called an equivalence relation

(Activity 11). Then, you will con4der some implicationS.of all of

this yer the elementary school curriculum (Activity 12).

Activity 10 involves analyzing certain digraphs and

networks. This analysis will be challengihg for

most students, and should be started several days

in advance of the day on which the anaty'si is dud.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. Give examples of relations from arithmetic, geometry, biology,

and geography.

2. Give examples of relations that would'be meaningful to children_

It may or may not be a good idea to bring the concept of rela-

_tion explicitly into the elementary school curriculum. State

and support your position on this. issue.

- Make up a problem for children which could be solved by,analyz-

ing the graph of a relation.

4. Make up an equivalence relation; verify that it satisfies the

definition of an equiva nce/telation, and describe the equiva-

lence classes for this quivalence relation.

A.
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ACTIVITY 8

PICTURING RELATIONS WITH DIGRAPHS AND NETWORKS

'FOCUS:

You will.have on opportunity to picturesrelations as igraphs (di-

rected graphs) and to analyze digraphs in order to understand the re-

lations they picture. You will also have an opportunity to investi-

gate relations which have a property called symmetry. They can be

represented using networks (undirected graphs).

DISCUSSION:

The real-world idea that something is related to something else can

be expressed rather naturally in a pictorial fashion: Let a point

denoted by "a" represent the first thing mentioned and let a.point

-denoted by "b" represent the second thing. Draw an arrow from a

to b to indicate that "a is related to b." The usual convention

for drawing such a picture is:

,A diagram such as this is an example of a digraph. Other examples of

digraphs might have pictures such as:
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For example, if the relation is "is the sister of,"' then,the digraph

Al ice,

Jane Jim

. Mary

indicates that Alice and Jane are sisters and John is their brother,

while J.im and Mary are brother and sister. This siMple device for

picturing information about relations proves to be effective and can

lead to a clearer understanding of the information,

DIRECTIONS:

1. Suppose that the relation is "is the sister of," as in the dis-
.

cussion above.

a) The following digraph,pfctures the brother-sister relation

ships on a school.playground: Mark with an "M" those points

which )7present males,an:"F" those points which represent

females' and a "U" *those points which represent indiViduals

ofundetermined sex:

b) Describe the information contained in the above digraph.
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c) Something is wrong with each of the following digraphs. In

dicate why they could not accurately and completely repre-

sent an "is the sister of" situation..

d) .Another everyday instance of a relation"is given on the next

page by a section of, a college catalog-listing the.courseS

,in computer science. Prepare a piCtorial representatfon of

the relation "is a prerequisite to" defined on.thts set of

courses. (Note: P means prerequisite.)

2. The Secretaries of State- of the NATO countries were meeting in

Brussels. The Belgian Secret Service was convinced that aMong

the NATO staff members at the meeting there was A Spy. As part

.of its evidence-collecting procedure, the secret serviceAecided

to carefully observe a cocktail party that was being held for

the Secretaries of State and their staffs. They coded some Of

their observations onto the following digraph where a b

indicates that a in1tiated a conversation with b,
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Computer Science

0201 Intnrdurtion.to Computer Programming (3 cr.)
V. 2 yvan of high school mathernalks o Mathematki MO),5 or .M0/7, Coinputer provammina and

algunthms. Buie proarramniing and program 'structure. Computer solution of problems, 'Different
/onions for students with various intorno.. Credit even for only one of C101 (dropped), C103

(dropped), C201, and C301. I Sem II Inn., SS '73.

0:202 Computers and Prograrnming ..(4 cr.)
P. C201. Computer structure, marldne language instruction execution, addreesing rechnirpres, diitsl

representation of data Computer irritable organiration symbolic' coding and assenthly ystems, syetent.
and utility programs, Several projects to Ohio's...tr. 1;ask machine structure and programming tech,
numn. Lecture and latioralmv. I Sent II Sem, S. '73.

0301 Fpr,tran Programming (tcr.)
Sark notions of computer programming, Debugging and Scrificatino of program. Nobler:a: for
programming and enettition on computer. Credit given for only one of the follbwingt C101 (dropped);
C101 (rlinyrd), czo),.c.sor, I em., II Sem,

C311. Prngramming Languages (4 cr.)
P. C2f1L hysirmatic approach io proiramming languges, Relationships .among languagn, pro.
Prnviter and featurr. of languages, and the compuler anvironment. necessary to use languages, Lecture

and Ialonatory, I Sem,

0321 Computer Organization (3 cr,)
P C202 Onaaninstion rcult., and Mirk Amigo of digital enamoring. rystemt Course deals with

the Inlarnal stroatura of computar, Soma tampta computers are cfciigned, tperimcnu ff, basic

Computer circuary are pyrite-inert in the laborMory. A knowledge nt electronics, 1. not at

rattntrrtnent Lecture nod labormnry. II Sem,

C H'1 Data Structures (4.er.)
P. C202. Systrmatir study of data oructures encountered in cranputlin proianns; unicture and

ow of stoyor mndl.; methods Id rarnrnentina slriu-tured data; nd techniques far opertion 011

401 ,trWit Lye:luta and lattnratory, i item,

C399 IndividualProgramming Laboratory (1.3 er.)
P C4-02. Armlet., wIll riceign, progratn, verify, nd document special project sasignment selected

coomItation with his iottructor. ThIs ermine may.he taken ornveral times tip to a rnagitnum o( 6
s Prior lo enrnlling a student musl arrange Inc en instructor 6, supervise his coarse activity,

I Simi-. 11 Sam., '71.

0.421 Advanced Compute) Organization (3 er..)
1. C321. Study of hn.k hardware tiesitlr%Prithiertis anonanarad in computer.. Alternate Mimic'.
are compared. ming s mirnher of thltrrrecf comPujer, 05 illmtrstion..

O131 AmsrmWers ape-Compiler, I (3 cr.)
C311., P or concurrent.: C34), Deign and ennstruction Of hemtstrap 1011tIrtn4 Akio!! Itookno

soo,m1,1.ro, inairti reminders, and interpreter., I Sem.

C412 Attsradders and Compikry II (3 rr.).
P G411.. Compile*.d,oir, a'nnorWIloa IncInditna gnannarg, par.ere, rn.d, generation, and code.

nptinnaation, II Sem,

0415 Ourrating SyotrIns I (3 cr.)
P. -03ti sr.Ek (343. orrasoirsti4 n1 kompuler nalann tvtikh gopottyt a tatty, community

of ""r'.., ,"'",!'^l"rd tooltitilottrmouning, totiltiprocesdne ntt

crol(its (finnan'. stony of no staid mom, I Sem,

-C.:416 Operating SyMriTlf rr.)
I' C431 (..k.nlinosti", a C435, oandIad way nI non, conlrk dIttrattdX systems (or Mor-rh..tier
.m) triottiorOl.eatina II Scot

A
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The seCretservice,has found that spies tend to listen more .and -

initiate fewer.Conversations.. On the basis of thiSobservation,

who should the pri7 suspects be at the cOcktail party?

3. a.) The biological example of simple cell:reproduction can be

represented by the directed graph:

Think of a good way to write out the relatlon represented by

this .direcied graph: "

NOTE: The diagram of cell reproduction above is an instance of

a standa'rd type of directed graph.pictured below:

These are sometimes called tree diagrams. (The arrowheads are,

frequently omitted, and more than two "branches" can emanate

from any "fork.")

-



AY-

Shifting to:the study of languages, the chart on pag 0

Provides a-nice examplelof a tree diagram. State the rela-

tion that ii pictured, in the chart.

c)'':Descrjbe two other relations that tree diagrams could be

used to picture.

4. Some arithmetical relatfons that are .nicely expressed as direct-

ed graphs are given here.

This is a6 illustration of the relation "is greater than" on the

set {2, 5, 7}. For example, "5 is greater than 2."

a) Graph the relation "is 2 less than" on the set below,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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b) Can you determine the mathematical relations that are pic-

tured in the9fo11owIng directig graphs?

(A.

. 4
'Comment; We.need to stop-for a moment and discuss the notion of

symmetry in digraphs and the related notion of networks. For

example, consilder the following digraph of the relation "is a

MOO relation of"

Harry

Terry

Notice that each time an arrow goes one way, there is one re-

turning, i.e., whenever you have

you have



Any relation where this is true is called symmetric. 'Symmetric

relations can be pictured more simply, than can nonsymmetric

ones.. Tor example.

Ann_

Alice
Harry

- Sally

\
,. Terry

Bill

conveys the same information as the earlier digraph. In this

-case the single line means."are blood-related." A graph which

pictures a relation that does not have an implicit direction is

called a network. You will see, in the folloWing exercises,

that many interesting relations are symmetric and can be pic-

tured by networks.

5. a) Analyze the digraphs in 1-4 to determine if any .are symmet-

ric. List any symmetric ones.

b) Below is a list of relations. Check those that are symmet-

ric.

lives in the same block as

is greater than or equal to

is equal to4

. plays on the same team as

played tennis against

is connected to
4P'

N\z,

likes

, shares 03 prime factor with

c) Indicate which of the following digraphs are symmetric. Re-

draw each of the symmetric ones as a network.
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6. London aris

Dallas Rome

New York San Francisco

Fill in the.above to make a network that_pictures the rela-

tion "are connected by highways."

b) Using the numbers 6, 14, 12, 98, 42, 9 draw a network

which pictures the relatiOn "has the same prime factors as."

c) 'Make up a symmetric relation aL picture it by means of a

network. Make up and picture another symmetric relation

which would have particular relevance for children.
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ACTIVITY 9

ANALYSIS OF DIGRAPHS AND NETWORKS

FOCUS:

Digraphs and networks can be used to picture relations: Frequently

It is desirable to go beyond picturing a relation to actually analyz:

ing it or solving some problems concerning it. In this activity you

will be asked to present your analysis and to discuss some general

querstions.

DISCUSSION:

.The problems presented heredo not require any special skills or

''\

techniques that have 'been developed in'this unit, but they will re-

quire some thoUgh . You should plan to start workihg on them well in

.). advance of when they are due. These problems represent a sampling of

some types 6f problems that one can encounter in the analysis of di-'

graphs ahd,networks.

DIRECTIONS:

You 5nOuld work on the following problems at home or during free mo-

ments in class. You should Ao at least three of the problems. In

.general, the problems have, several parts. If some of the parts seem'

hard, try lots of examples. In some cases, you mayshave to be satis-

fied with partial sqlutions.

1. Consider the task of sCheduling a round robin tournament. In

. such a tournament, eachrteam is to play every other team exactly

once. We shall suppose that a 'team can play only once each day.

a) What is the number of days hecessary to have a round robin

tournament wit.h five teams? (Hint: You may find it helpful

to consider the case of three'teams first.)

b) Find a schedule for a tournament with five teams.
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c) Use the information of parts (a) and (b) to answer the same'

questions for six teams. .

d) Find a schedule for a tournament with seven teams.

You may find digraphs helpful in solving this problem.

2. Three houses are to be connected to gas, water,and electriO

utilities. TheTipes and wires can gO in any direction_from the

houses to the utilities, but they must not crOsS under, over, or

through one Another4.

Can the connections be made?

aE' Ca'

b) Suppose that the houses and utilities were located on the

surface of a sphere. Could the connections be made .then?

c) Suppose that the Kouses and utilities were-located on the

Surface of a torus (doughnut). Could the connections be

made then? Try it with a doughnut (unglazed).

d) Consider each of the three situations above in the case of

four houses with three utilities and in the case of four

houses with four utilities.

(You may find it fielpful to draw networks. Note that each of

the houses and the utilities can be represented by, letters or

numbers.)
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3. Which of the following networkt can you Copy without taking your

pencil from the paper and without going over any line twice? It

is not necessary to finish where'you start.

III
4. A network is said to be Eulertan-ff 'it is postible to trace a

path, Without lifting the, pencil from the paper, which begins

and.ends at the same point and includes each line exactly once.

'By examining the'above'networks, try to find a condition under

which a network is Eulerian. (Hint: Count the number of lines



meeting atTach point and classify the po.ipts aS to whether

ther:e are an odd or even number of lines.connecting to them ,

Make a table l.isting the number of odd points and even points

for each of the above networks.) The oribinal problem which led

to interest in questions of this sort is the following

THE KONIGSBERG,BRIDGE,PROBLEM

The city of Onigsberg in East Prussia Was located bn'the banks and

on two islands of the river Pregel. The parts-ofithe city were con-
.

nected by seven bridges, as shown. On Sundays the citizens would

take a promenade around town. Is it possigie to plan°a promenade in

such a manner that, Starting from home, ope can return there after

having crossed each bridge once and only once?

This problem remained unsolved until the famous Swiss mathemati-
c

cian, Leonhard Euler, solved it using,networks of the kind described

above.
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Sir William Hamilton invented a game which he descriptively en-
.

titled "Around the Wgrld." The game uses a regular solid do-

. decahedron each of whose vertices is identified with the name of

a famous city. The object of the game is to travel "Around the

World" by finding a path along the edges which begins and ends

at the same city and passes through each city exactly once. The

game was something less than a financial, bonanza.

The illustration above is a planar, reprOsentation of Hamil-

top's Traveller's Dodecahedron. (A dodecahedron is a three-di-

mensional figure with twelve pentagonally shaped faces: It has

.twenty vertices and thirty edges, connecting these vertices.)

The twenty corners Of this planar figure correspond to the

twenty vertices of the dodecahedron, ahd the thirty edges to the

thirty edges. If we consider the region outside of the planar



figure as'being one face, our planar figure has a total of

twelve faces, which correspond to those.of the dodecahedron.

Each of the twenty cornerS of the diagram represents a city to

be visited, while the.segmentsjoining the corners:represent.

roads connecting the cities..

a) Is i

. the

in

ro

a

b) A

.t

ossible to plan the route for a Comi)lete trip around

es, visiting each.city eXactly Once, and returntng

nd to the original:home City? TraQt1 along any

ired, but no more than once on each road. Ignore

s not needed.

is safrili be Hamiltonian if it is possible.to

path which begins and ends at the same point and

networ

pas through each point exactly once. Note that one does

not need to cover each line: Which of the following four

netWorXs are Hamiltonian?xi
6. Is it always true tnat in a group of sii people ,there are three

mutual acquaintances or three mutual nonacquaintances? Why?
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7. Once you have completed your work on.problemS (1) through (6),

discuss questions like the following with your classmates

seminar setting.

a) The Onigsberg Bridge problem is a ,classical application qf

an Eulerian graph. What is a sufficient condition for a

graph to be Eulerian? Can you identify some other applica

tions of this idea?

b) What interesting insights

on these problems?;

or ideas came to you while working,

Give three real-world situations in which the question of,

whether- a graph is Hamiltonian 'has business, economic, or

-ocial significance.

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHT

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), solver of the

famous seven bridges of Onigsburg problem,

was the most .prolific mathematician of all

times. His writings., if pllected, would fill

over 80 large volumes--quite a'feat, consider-

ing he Was totally blind for his last ,seven--

Sam.- teen years.

10
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ACTEVITy 10
4

RELATIONS AS'SETS OF ORDERED. PAIRS

FOCUS:

Ordered pairs have many uses, in mathematiCs, intluding locating

points on a coo0inate zsystem, representing rational numbers, 'and

representing relafions'. In this activity, the latter lise will be in-

vestigated as an alternative toOdigraphs and networks fOr represent7.

ing relatidns.

MATERIALS-.

Graphsandthes_L_wd_ by Fredique And Papy (Montreal: Algonquin

Publishing CO., 1970).

DISCUSSION:

71

The concept "a. 'ts related to b" cari just as natually,be represent-.

ed by the ordered pair notation (a-,b) as by the directed:graph

a 4,--40".. b. One must remember that the order of'the -symbols within

the parenthese is important and that in general (a,b) (b)a).

In fact, for future 'use in the unit we will consider a relatioli

and 0 set Of ordered pairs to be the same, The.information. contained

in any-eirected graph may be expressed in a.set of ordered paik--

WAMPLE

The information contained in the directed 4raph

is 'die .same as the information contallted 'in the set of ordered pairs

f(a,b), (b,a)I

The braces {
} indicate that the objects (a,b ) and (b,a) are being

considered'as elements in the same set.
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The network

and the set

(B,C), (C,8), (C,0), (0,C)1

both represent the same relation.

DIRECTIONS:

1. p) Express the informatiofl'Contained in the following

graph as a set of ordered patrs.

directed

b) Convert the three directed graph:s in Activity 8, EXercise

4(b), into sets of ordered pairs.

c) On the language tree of Activity 8, take the small part be-

ginning with mCeltic" and convert it into a set of ordered

:pairs.

Note:, Sets of ordered pairs can also be converted into di-

rected graphs. For exaMple, just think of all of the pre-

vious examples in reverse,
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Convert the following relation intolpHdirected graph.

1(1,2), (2,1),' (2,3), (2,4),. (3,1), (1,3)4

2. Discuss answers to the following 2luestions:

a) For which kinds of relations cha orderedirs seern'themost

appropriate representation?

Given the relation "is-the double of," hoW could you express

tt for all integers using ditected graphs? How about using

ordered Pairs? -

Can every set:of ordered pairs be -expresspd-ai a directed

graph? (Forfurther insight into'this Oestion, you may

want to glance atExercise 1.)

3. Sirice every set of ordered pairs is- a. relation, the set f(0)1

'mUst be vrelation. Using the representation from ACtivity 4;

we might represen.t it in this way:'

The arrowhead does not convey anyadditional ihformation.in this

'.case so we write:

We have not given.a technical Ofinition of "digraph." However

'most technical definitions of digrap s db. not allow such

"loops,so we introduce the'broade con.cept of a Papygram

(after the Belgian mathematician an
educator, Georges PaRy, and

his educator wife, 'Fr4dérique.). -Pap rams are like digraphs ex7
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cept that they.do. -allow loop. Can you now-see'that.any finite

set of .oi-dered pairs has a Papygi.am and cOnverseTy?-
c

. EXAMPLE

The relation I( ), (b,C),, (c,b), ( ,c01..hos the Papygram:-

a) i-;41d/n et below,-draw, the,Papygram. representing _the rela-..

tiOn "is lest than oe equal to."

Also represent this relation as a set of'ordered pairs.



b) In the set of people's initials below, draw a Papygramof

the relation "has the same first initial 'as the last initial -

of."

f>.

Also represent this relation as a set of ordered pairs.

c) In the set below, draw a Papygram of the relation, "divides

evenly into."

Also express the relatiom as a set of ordered pairs.

.0 Repeat exerciie.,2(a) with tbe relation "is not greater

.than." What do you conclude from this exercise?
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4. ,To gain insights info how the Papys use papygrams with chil-

dren, y u ihould look through Graphs 'and the Child by ;

Frédériq and Papy.(Montreal: Algonquin Publishing 00l,

1970).

b) Outline a Pa ygram activity that you could do with children.

Be'sure tcYplan it for a specffic,grade level and to choose

examples that would be particularlybeaningful to children

at that level. Also be sure to, state your objectives for

the lesson.
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'ACTIVITY 11

EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS ."

FOCUS:
;

4You have been picturing and analyzing various rather generel.rela-.

tions. In this act'ivitilou will.investigate .a particular kind of

y relation called 'an equivalence relation and you will identify the

particular properties which characterize equivalence relations.*

DISCUSSION:

StmPly stated, equivalence relations are those relations which are

like the relatiofl 6equals,"' Precisely, we note the following three

propierties of "equals."

IL a =, a. for: y'a:

IT a n b = a

iii. If. a = b and b = c, then a

Property (ii) is. just the s mmetr property for relations that we

discussed in Activity 8. It say that if a is.related to'b by the

"equals" relation, then k. is re ted to a.

Property Ti) is called the refle ve property. It says that each a

is related to itself by the relation "equals."

Property, (iii) is calledlthe transitivity property and says that if a
4

is related to b and,b isrelated to c, then a. must also be related to"

You may wonder if there is any interesting relation besides "equals"

which i§ an equ.ivalence relation. Let's check the relation "is the

same color as."

4

*Equivalence relations are also discussed' in Section III-of the Num-

ber Theory unit of the Mathematics-Methods Program.
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I. Ea0.1 object is the same,color as itself.

ii. If one object is the same color as another, the other,is the

ame color as the one.

iii. If one object is the.same color as a, second and.a second is the'

same color as a third, then the first ts"the same color as the

third. ,

Since "is the same.cdlor as" is (i) reflexive, ( i) symmetric, and

(iii) transitive, it is an egyivalence relation. Yet it certainly iS

differebt from "equals" since quite different Objects cah have the

same color,

DIRECTIONS:

I. Below is a list.of relations. Indicate those that are equiva-

lence relations. For those that are not, show which of the

properties (reflexive, symmetric, and transitive),they violate.
111

is less than

is less than or equal to

is a relative of

is a blood telative of

has the same Orime factors as

has the same weight as

has the same teacher as

has different size than

2. Below are several Papygrams. Indicate which represent equiva-

lence relations, and indicate why the oneS that are not equiva-

lence relations are nOt.

a)
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d)

f)
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Describe, in Your wn words, hOw you can tell by looking at the

Papygram of-a rtlation whecher the relation is:

a). reflexive

by symmetric

c) triansitive

4. One can say of an equivalence relation that it relate6 things

that are 'the same in one'respect (not necessarily in all re-.
-

spects):

a) See if this description jibes with your results in ()).

b) Give several instances where the, Word equivalence it.used in

'everyday language. See if thest uses jibe With the concept

of equivalenee relation,

5. Below are several sets Pf ordered pairs. Indicate those that

represent equivalence relations.

why not.

a) {(1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2),

(3,3)1

b) {(1,1), (1,2), 2,1), (2,2),

.{(1,1), (102), (2,3), (12,2),

d) {(,t,2), (.2,1), (2,3), (3,2),

e) {OM, ,(2,2), (3,3)1
k.

{(1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2),

For those that do not, tell

(2,3), 13,2), (1,3), (3,1),

(3,3)1-

(3,1), (3,3)1

(3.,1), (1,3)1

(2,3),.(3,2), (3,3)1

6. Describe in your own ds how you can tell,.by looking at a set

of ordered pairs whether the relation which they:represent is:

a) reflexive

b) symmetric

c) transiti4e
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7. onsider the relation "is the same age as" on the following set \k,

of people.

Name Age

Sally 7

Joe 8

Bill

Tom

Sarah 7

Carol 8

Connie 8

Marilyn 6

Henrietta 6

Sandy 6

Anne 7

Randy 10

The Papygram of this relation looks like this:

Notice that.the pieople are separated into groups so that no ar-

rows go between separate groups. These separate groups are

called equivalence classes.

Randy
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a) Draw a Papygram of the relation "hasthe same prime factors

as" on the numbers 6, 12, 7, 14; 28, 36, and circle the sep.-

arate equivalence classlies.

b) Verbally describe the equivalence classes of the relation

"has the same color socks as" on the children in a clas

room.

c) How many members are there in each equivalenCe class of the

relation "equals"?

8. There is said to be a one-t

if their elements can'be p

4 !lam.:

dred or

rres ondence between two sets

tched. For example,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets above,

while there is not between the two sets below.

The relation defined between sets Of objects by "there is a one-

to-one correspondence between" is a very important one in early.

number work in the primary school.

a)" Determine ehat this relation is an equivalence relation.

b) Desctibe the equivalence classes for th-Wrelatlon.

c) .Some have advocated giving whole number nemeS like "four" tO

the different equivalence classes of sets foe the relation

"there is a one-to-one correspondence between." Describe

how that mighi be done. Do you think that there is any

merit to doing it?
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9. Attribute blocks have become fairly andard equipment in ele-

mentary classroOms.

a) Show .that'the same set of attribife 'blocks can be separated

into different equivalence claSseS by different equivalence

relations.

b) Outline how you might introduCe a child.to equivalence rela-

tions using attribute blocks.

10. Children enjoy playing detective, and they can g -idea of

equivalence classes from the following Guess j4yRelatIon deiec-

tive game.

i) The teacher thinks of an equivalence'relation such as "'has

the.same color hair as" and puts oyals on the board to

represent the equivalence classes.

ii) Then the teacher puts some names of'students in the approg,

priaie ovals.

iii) Then the class guesses where additional names belong,

with the teacher correcting the guesses. The first stu-

dent whd guesses the relation is "it" and gets to choose

the next relation (probably in cahoots with the.teacher), r

a) play theGuess Mliry lation game with your c1assrittes:
.. ,

b) Could the .game be played with a nonequivalence relation?

- 83
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ACTIVITY 12

SEMINAR ON DIGRAPHS, PAPYGRAMS AND NETWORKS IN THE CLASSROOM

FOCUS:

Digraphs, Papygrams, and networks are not part of the standard ele-

mentary curriculum: Some'feel,they should be; others fail to see

that they have as high a priority as other content topics. In this

activity you will consider what role they.might have in work with

children..

DISCUSSION:

The questions raised below c'o-4ld be the basis of a class discussion,

small group assignment to be done during class or a homework as-

*signment. -It could also lead to a teaching assignment with children.

DIRECTIONS,:

1. a) Familial relationshipi are often confusing to young chil-

dren. Digraphs (in particular, tree,diagrams) can be used

to illuste!ate familial relationships. Make a digraph pic,

turing the relationship "is a parent of", for your mother,

father, awnts, uncles, cousins, and youi grandparents.

b) How would jeou work.out such an activity with prtmary chil-

dren? Outline the lesson. Magic markers on newsprint might

yield a pleasing pattern.

2 List some.relations (other than "is a parent of") that might be

interesting,ahd instructive to develop with children.

3. The Papys have made0Papygrams an important feature of an entire

elementary turritulum. Look in the following references to

.determine:

how they do it

what the advantagg are in doing it
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what the disadvantages -are in doing it

how you feel about doing it

-Frédérique and Papy. Graphs and the Child. Prontre0:-

A,lgonquin Publistling, 1970.
1

Frédérigile. 'Mathematics and tfie Chil'd 1. New york: Cuisenaire

Co. of America, 1971.

0
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Section IV

PICTURING FUNCTIONS

The toncept of a function is one of the most basic ones in all of
go

mathematics.. Its usefulness in everyday life is evidenced by expres-

sions such as "gasoline mileage is 4 function 'of.speed" and "the

tncome tax you pay is a function Of yOUr income.'s In mathematics it

serves as an organi2er, Which.provides A tonVenient framework,in

Which to,view several mathematical ideas.. Both Ws will be illus-

trated in this section of the Graphs unit, and.tRIN Will be occa-

sional references to functions in other units of the Mathematics-

Methods Program.

Activity 13 introduces functions as "input-output' sisteMs and

connects functioni with the relations discussed in Section III. Sev-

eral examples of the occurrence of functions in everyday situationt

are provided. The ways in which.funttions can be represented are

described and compared. The activity concludes with a consideration

of the distinction between functions and other relations.

The relationships that arise in many activities and experiments

can be discussed in terms of functions. Six examples that illuttrate

this are contained in Activity 14. Experiments are to be performed,

and the resulting data.is to be iewed as defining a fUnction. Rep-

resentation queStions are considered.

The function concept as a
matheMatical idea is developed further

in Activity 15,

87
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Certain kinds of functions are sufficiently important to merit

%their owb names. A few of these are ihtroduced in Activity 16

Also, the connection between functions and ratio4proportion is ex-

plored in this actiVity.

The last activity of the section is a seminar whose focus is on

the ways in which functions enter ..into the elementary Wrriculum.

1.- The notion of a function is frequently referred to as one of the

basic concepts of mathematics. Give three examples, other than

those disucssed in this section, of instances in lich mathemat-

ical topics can be presented using functions.,

2. One can teach specific facts or general principles. Identify

two strengths Ad two shortcomings of teaching a few,general

ideas versus teaching many specific facts. Give examples in-.

volving functions to illustrate your pOints..

3: List two advantages and two disadVantages of introduclng fun-

tions notation and terminology in thelementary school..

A

.?
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ACTIVITY 13

0 FUNCTIONS AS DESCRIPTIONS OF INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEMS

t

FOCUS:,

'The concept of a function will bp 'developed as a mean§ of describing

situatfons in which an "input" yields a specific "output." Several

methods of representing functions will be introduced. The activity-.

has three parts: .

Part A--The Function Concept,

'Part B--Representations of-Functions,

Part C--Functions as Special Kinds of Relations

Part A: The Function Concept

DISCUSSION:

It is common for certain types of athletic competition, e.g., swim-

ming pnd traa and field, to be organized sorthat children compete

with otHers of approximately the same age. One might- have age,class-

ifications as follow's:

mATI .Group

7-8

9-10
ft

11-12 Ill

13-14 IV

15-16

aier 16, VI

Using this table, we can assign each child (or input) exactly one

group (or output) for competitive purposes. Participants in a summer

track program might be divided up in this way.

For the purpose of generalization it is helpful to view this .

assignment as a correspondence Which assigns a group to each child in

)
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a set. (The.set might be a class or the participants in some athlet-,

ic program.)

child---4.group

4 A specific instance might te represented as

0 Set of
children

One way of viewing a function is as

Set of
groups

a correspondence which assigns to eagh element of one set

a uni'que element of another set.', .

Other ways of viewing functions will be deyeloped as we proceed

It is useful to compare this example of a function with an exam-

ple of a correspondence which is not a-function. To'this end:sup-

pose there are,fou'r boys in a class who participate in athletics and
,

who belong to teams as shown below

Tim flag football, basketball, baseball/

Steve 'flag foof6317-Otsketball

Hank basketball; baseball

Bill baseball

This corrdtpondence of boys to the sports in which they p'articipate

can be represented as

90
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It is clear that.the correspond,nce

Boy----o.Sport

does not define a function sinde to each input (boy) there does not

correspond a unique output (sport). The uniqueness of assignments is

required,for i correspondence to be a-function.

1. Make a table showing the correspondence that assigns toieach

counting number between 2 and 12 its smallest factor different

from 1. Does this correspondence define a function? N

2, Make a table showing the correspondence that assigns to each

counting number...no larger than 10 a pair of whole numbers whose

sum is that number. Does this correspondence define a function?

(Does an input always result in thesame output?)

3. Which of the following correspondences are functions? Why or

why not?

a) The correspondence that assigns to each school day the num-

ber of students in attendance at a certain elementary,.

school;

b) The correspondence that assigns to each student in a class

his/her age;

c) The.correspondence that assigns to each letter a sufficient

amount of postage;

d) The correspondence that assi6ns to each counting number one

of tts factors;
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The correspondence that assigns to each counting number 0 if

it is even and I if it is odd;

f) The correspondence that assigns to each book on a shelf the

number of pages it contains;

g) The correspondence that assign to each bo in a cl'as his

favorite sport;

h) The correspondence t'hat assigns to each pair of couuting

numbers their sum.

Part B: Representati' ns of Functions

DISCUSSION:

There are many ways to represent function or input-outp4 relation-

ships; we identify five of them.

Mapping diagram. Two examples of this are given in Part-A...above.

Another example is the association that assigns to a group*of five

students their place in an alphabetical list of their last names:

Sue Jones

Ann Williams

Tim Drake

Jim Andrews

Steve Reynolds

Tables or Sets of Ordered Pairs. The association that assigns to

each day of a specific week the number of traffic'accidents reported

to the police in a certain city, can easily be represented in a ta-

ble.
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Day

Number of
Accidents

Monday 12

Tuesday 15

Wednesday 2-7

Thursday 18

Friday 41

Saturday 53

Sunday 37

Another method of coriveying the same information is through Iset of

ordered pairs. In each ordered pair the firtt element is thErinput

(day of'the week in this ekample) arid the second element is the out-

put (number of reported accidents).

f(71,12), (1'u,15), (W,27), (Th,18), (F,41), (Sa,53), (Su,37)I

111/ Graphs od-Cartesian-6ordinate Systems. The association that assigns

to.each date from January 1940 to December 1974 thecost of mailing

a one-ounce first-class letter within the United States-, GAn be con-
/

venienily represented as:.

15

4E' 10
a,

1940 1945 1950 1 55 1960, 1965 1970 1974

Date
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Function Machines. The association that assigns to each pair of

counting numbers-their product can be pictured as:
\

Such representations are particularly tommon in elementary school

, textbooks, although they also appear elsewhere,

Formulas. We can represent the association that assigns to each

counting number its double by

n .42n 9

and the association which assigns to each rectangle its area 'by

rectangle .length x width.

DIRECTIONS:

I. Which representation do you believe is especially appropriate

for each of the functions of exercise (3) of Part A? Show the

representation you haye"selected for four parts of (3).

2. Find examples of functions represented in each of these five

'ways in magazines or newspapers less than a month old (one exam-

ple each). In each case eXplicitly identify the association

that is represented.

3. Comment on the advantages and deficiencies of each representa-

tion.
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Oart .C:14 Functions as Special Kinds of Relations

pISCUSSION:

A relation, like a function, can be represented in several ways., Che

representation is as a .set of ordered pairs .(see ktivity 10). Re-

collI that (a,b) means that "& i,s related to b." If we adopt the

terminology of inputs and outfuts, we might interpret this as'meaning

that input a results in output b. If a relation is such that to

each first element (or input) there correspOnds exactly one second

element (or output), then the relation is a function.

The relation {(A,3), (8,2), (C,6), (D,6)1 is a function, while

the relation i(A,3), (C,2), (C,6)1 is not a function. The '

latter is not a function'since both (C,2) and (C,6) belong to the re-

lation. That ls, C is a first element to which.there corresponds

-more than one second element,. The same test,serves, to determine

whether a relation is a function when the representation of the rela-

tion is other than as a set of ordered pairs, fOrexample, a rela-

tion is defined by each of Figures 1 and 11 below.

II

Relation I is a function while relation II is not. Relation I can

also be represented as
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where-the arrows originate with inputs and terminate on outputs..

Similarly Relation II can be represented as

3E3
A

Using this arrow representation, one .can dtstinguish a function from

a relation'that is not a function by checking whether there is any

input at whith two or more arrows originate. .1f there is such an

input, then the i-elation is not a function.

DIRECTIoNS:

1. i wkich of the relations defined below are functions.

The relation is defined On the set of counting numbers and

"a is'related to b" means that b is twice a.

b) 'The relation is defined on the spt of counting aumbers apd

"a is related tot" Means that a and b have a common factor.

c) "a is relatedto br means that date b is the birthday of

student a from your class.

d) "a is related to lb" means that student b.in your class his

his/her birthday on date a.

2, A teacher refers.to a function.as a "reliable relation." Is

. this a reasonable term? In what sense?

0,1
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ACTIVITY 14

IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONS THAT ARISE IN EXPERIMENTS

FOCUS:

Many activities, especially
experiments and games, which are a stan-

dard part of the elementary curriculum, may be conveniently discussed

in terms of functions. The relevant functions may not be at all ob-

yious, and there may ,be several that iticlude information about dif-

ferent aspects of the activity;

MATERIALS:

,Balance beam, Cuisenaire rods, hln ed mirror,-graph paper, paper

towels, metric ruler, jar, food co oring (optional), paper clip,

scotch tape, guitar, protractor.

DIRECTIONS:

411/ Six experiment's are
described'below, and you will be asked to do a

,number of them. Before doing an experiment,,read the questions,thati

follow i.t. Then answer the questions Is you proceed, or after you

complete the'experiment. It is important for you to keep the focus

of the activity--the function concept--in mind. The experiments are

Jflteresting and it is easy to "miss the forest for the trees." Since

not every student Will .have an opportunity to complete every experi-

ment, there will be a wrap-up discussion and you should be prepared

to summarize your results.

riment If Balance Beam

Place two weights on the "6" peg on the lefthand side of the balance

beam. The experiment consists
of finding out how many weights you

need to place on the various pegs on the righthand side to make the

beam balance.. Of course you can easily guess that you can make the

beam balance by placing two,weights on the righthand "6" peg. But
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how mahy weights would you need to put on, say, the "1" peg to make

the beam balance? Complete the table below and graph your data as

you go along.

Peg

Number
Number of Weights
Needed for Balancing

VIE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14 -

12 -

.c
10-

w

to-
8 -

0
6

.2
E 4= -

2-

0

0 4 6 8 10

Peg Number

12 14

a. If you had a peg located 122-' units to the rigth of the center

of the balance, can you estimate iperhaps with the help of

your graph) how many weights you would need to attach to

that peg in order to balance the two weights hooked on the

left "6" peg?
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b) -If your balanc had),a peg located 12 units to the right of

center, how man ould you need to put on that peg

to make the beam,balance?

c) Your-present graph consists of isolated points. In what waY

would it make sense (i.e.,te meaningful) to connect the

dots of the graph with a smooth curve? Distuss whether the/---)

graph between two data points might really look like this:

rather than being a smooth curve like this:

,t)

d) Your graph'shows a'definite pattern. Have you beefl able to

---betect the numerical relationship that is behind the pat-

tern? To)mlance the two weights that are located six units

to the left of the center of the balance, how does the"

weight needed for balancing depend on the distance you are

to the right 'of center? If W stands for the number of

weights needed and D stands for the distance tolthe right

of center, write an equation which expresses the relation-

ship between W and D.

e) Finally dou,ble-chepk' your equation and its graph by making

some gross comparisons. If D becomes Nery large, what

does your equation imply must happen to W? Does your graph

show this? If Q ',Comes very close to zero, what does your

equation imply must happen to W? Does your graph show

this? Discuss whethen,your graph ShoUld evontually cross

the vertical axis. What would crossing the verlical axis

mean in terms of your experiment? """
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Experiment 2: Surface Area

Take one Cuisenaire rod of each of the followingisix_celor§:

red, light green, purple, yellow, and dark 'green.

Using the area of one face of the plain-colored cube as a ,unit,,

measure the surface,area of each rod. For example, the cube itself

has a surface area of 6 units,Ahile,the red rod has a surface area

of 10.units. (If you wish, you can think of using thp cube as a

sort of ink stamp--in which case exactly 10 ink blotS.would cover the

red rod.)

a) Complete the table and graph below.

Length of
Rod

Plain 1

Red 2

LtGreen 3

Purple 4

Yellow 5

Dk. Green 6

Surface Area g 30
of Rod

0

2 .3 4 5

Length Of Rod

b) Discuss whether you see a pattern in your graph and w

6

er

you can obtain a precise equation relating the sur ace area

of a rod 0 fts length.

1
If yob had a rod that was 1units long (that is, halfway

betWeen the plain rod,and the red rod),,what would its sur-

face area be? Does this follow the pa4ikrn observed in (?)

above?

d) Would it make sense to draw a graph like the one above but

'with all the points connected by a smooth curve? Can you be

sure that the curve between two clata qvints could not be

comething like the following?
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-Wou1s1 it be reasonable to include the point (0;2) on your.

, graph? ',What would:be the physicalmeanjng of the PentT.

e. Notice that the horizontal-and vertical scales on the groph

.are different'. How does the graph 'change as you'very the

vertical scale While keeping the.42rizontal scale,fixed?

Experiment 3: Hinged Mirrors *

a) Place youn hinged mirrors on edge on the 100° angle shown on

page 102, .LoOk-directly -into the mirrors and count the num-

ber of.bl.aCk dotsHyou seel(including the original one).

Record this number in the table below and plot the corre-

sponding 4.-dered pair. Aow complete the table and.plot the

tabular values.

Angle
Number of

Dots

100°
750

50°

4(1°

L,
.0W 10

5T

30 60 90 120 150

Angle in Degrees

?

b) ,Would it be reasonable to connect the data pints with a

smooth curve? What would the curve mean in terms of the ex-

perlvnt?

c) Complete the graph as best you can by using estimates of

.angler by us:ing a protractor.

d) ,Can you find a formula to describe the relation between the

number of dots and the angle size? -
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Experiment 4: The Function Machine

One Way of:presenting and representing a function that is particular-
).

ly appropriate for elementary school studenti is by means '9f a func-

tion.machine. Using sUch.activities as a "Guess My Rule" lame, the

function machine can be.fun and effective with children.-

What's My Rule

Input 3

Output 7

,

iI

a) Each player in your group thinks up a rule for the others to

guess. In turn the rule-maker (machine) supplies outputs

for inputs which are supplied by the guessers until they

have guessed the rule. As the guessers are guessing, they

should record inputs and outputs by means of either a table

or a mapping diagram. For example,

103,,
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Input 5 Output

3 7 3-0.7
5 11 5-0.11

OI

x-----2x + 1

Once the rule has been guessed, plot the inputs versus the

(outputs on a Cartetian coordinate graph'like the followihg:

I I, I I I

2 3. 4 5 6

Input

If you dedde to keep score in some way, you might give

points for being able to guess what a specific gUtput Will

'be even if you can't guess the exact rule. Also, it might

be appropriate to take off points for incorrect guesses.

b) Function machines .do appear in many current elementapy mathIll

ematics texts. List several skills that could be developed

using functi.on pachines.
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Experiment 5: The Wick Experiment*

From a p'aper towel cut out a strip one inch wide by about eight to

ten inches long. Draw a pencil line,across the strip two or three

centimeters from one end. Draw pencil lines one centimeter apart

starting from,this line. About ten lines will be sufficient. These

lines should be numbered (also in pencil) with the first line start-

ing at zero. Some care is needed in drawing and writing on the paper

towel.since it will' tea;- quite easily.

Put some water in a ja. The experiment is easier if the water

is'colored with food coloring or a similar dye. Fasten a paper clip

to the lower end of the paper strip in the jar so that the "zero"

, line is exactly even with the surface of the water. Fasten it at

this heigHt with scotch taPe. On the record sheet, note the time

this is done opposite the number zero. It is 'most convenient to do

this exactly atn even minute to simplify later compiAtatiOns.

Record the time at which the water rises to each line. The,

water level is seen most easily if the jar is placed against a dark

background with the light coming from behind the viewer. The time

s'hould be recorded to the nearest quarter of a minute. The water

usually does not rise exactly evenly 'and there is often some uncer-
,

tainty about the exact time when the water reaches a gi%;en line. One

way of judging this is to record the time of the

quarter-minute immediately before the first de-,

tectable water appears about the line (for this

reason, it would be best to place the numbers

below the lines).

After all the data has been recorded, another

column should be comOted, showing the time from

the start of the experiment required for the water

to rise to the given level. A graph should then be

prepared from this data.

*Taken from S.M.S.G. Mathematits Through Science, Part I: Measure-
ment and Graphing, Teacher's Commentary (Pasadena, California: A. 'C.

Vroman, Inc., 1963 and 1964), pp. 65-66.
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Experiment 6: Guitars and Graphing

Take a guitar.and record data relating the length of the vibrating

portion of a string to the'fret you are using. More specifically,

number the frets from the bridge end of the guitar to the tuning end;

you can start your numbering with either 0 or 1. Then choose a

string and measure the length of that strilig from,the bridge to each

of the numbered frets. Aus, your graph will be on a grid like the

following:

4-,
cn E

, 25 --
...-

20

Is g 15

10
01J°

g 5

L

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fret Number.:.

Try to decide what equation corresponds to the graph you have

plotted. If you are musically inclined, try to determine why you ob-
.

tain the graph and equation that you do. If you are mechanically in-

c)ined, you might try making your' own stringed instrument by using

the da6 you have obtained.
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ACTWITY 15

A CLOSER 'LOOK AT FUNCTIONS .

FOCUS:

The development of the function concept is continued with the intro-

duction of terminology and notation that will aid in describing func-

tions.

DISCUSSION: 400.6

In the preceding activities of this,section.we
have used the termi-

nology of inputs add Out-

. puts. These words are es=

pecially appropriate when
FUNGIo MACH I Ne

one visualizes a function NPtIT OUTPuT

as a machine, a common rep-

(411.1111111.4111111111W0 0
resentationin elementary

1110
school textbooks. You

should also be familiar with some other terms that are widely used in

connection with functions.

The domain of definition of a function is the set of all pOss1-

ble inputs. If we view the furnction as a set of ordered pairs, then

sit is the set of all po$sible first elementS in the ordered pairs.

The range,of a function is the.set Of all possibleoutputs or,

when the function is viewed as'a set of Ordered pairs, 'the set of all

possible second elements.

I.

JEXAMPLES

The function that associates with each student fn a class his/

her.birthday, has a$ domain the.set of students in the class ahd

as range the set of dates that are birthdays for at lea4 one

student in the class. In the remainder of this unit we will use

the letter B to denote this birthday function,.
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The function that associates with each counting number its dou-

ble has domain fl, 2, 3, ...1 and range {2, 46, ...}. In the

futUre we will refer to this function by D (for doubler).
t'

The fuection that associates with each counting,number the set

of its distinct prime factors has domain {1, 2; 3, ...}, and its

'range is the set of all sets of distinct primes, including the

empty set, i.e., the set of elements of the form 0. {2}, {2, 3),

{?, 3, 5), (5), (5, 7), ... We will refer to this function as R.

a.

By definition, a function associaYes exactly one"output with

each input. If, in addition, each output is associated with exactly

one input, then the function is said to be one-to-one. he doubling

function D is a one-to-onep6ction. The functiOn P is not one-

torone. For example, 6 and 12 have the same output, (210 31. The

function B may or may not be one-to-one depending on the class. It

will be one-to-one if no two students trove the same birthday; other-

wise it is not one-to-one.
-,

When actual machines are used An the manufacture of a.product.

it is frequently the case that there are seiferal machines that pro-

cess the product sequentially. That is, the output of one machine

becomes the input for another. If we continue the analogy between

functions an;:i machines, then it is'natural t consider those situa-

tions in 'which the output of one function provides the input for an+

other. Of course, this is a res.triction on the functions and it is
v.

not true, in general, that the output of one function is suitableas'

input for another. The t ical requirement is that the 'set of out-

puts of the firs nac e mus be contained in the set of possible

inputs of the econd.

'The functi D is def ned on the set Of counttng nuMbers and
ge.

its sets of outputs (or range)7-the set of even numbers7-is Contained

in the domain of the function P. Therefore we can imagine a new

function (or machine) consisting of D followed by P.

"..
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IN
(COUrfriNG

NuMBER)

O OUTPOurI N OT

iaL747 (SET OF DIsTinicT
PRIMES)

P

r ,

This new func ion will be Aehoted by P 0 (read P composed with

D). Notice ,th order; it:isfimportant that the function. that oper-
. .

ates first be w tten.on

i
e riglit:.

Notice that the col ariJr; of the fUnctions P and' D, with

the output.of P considered as potential_ input for 'D, 'Makes no

sense. There are outputs of P --e.g., output {2, 3}, which -re-

-sults. from input 12-Jthat are not suitable as inputs for D.

Finally; we introduce the customary notation for function,s.

This notation is widely employed and provides a convenient shorthand

for expressing funCtional relationships, For example, lf 0. ts the

doubling function introduced above, then the output that results from

input 3 is denoted by 0(3), read "D of 3." Thus 0(3) = 6. Pursu-

ing the examle of t function D a bit further, the output result-

ik
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ing from the input, of,a counting number' n is written as. D(n).

Thus D(n) . 2n. We Often speak of applying the function D to the

input n.

EXAMPLES

D(12). 24

P(3),= 13j," POO . 2, 3

(P D)(9) . (2, 31

DIRECTIONS:

I. If we view aAfunction as a set of ordered pairs; some of the

following sets define functions and some do not. Identify those

that do, and,specify the domain and range in each of these

cases. l-

a) (3,6), (4,6i, (5,6), (6,6) ,., (7,10), (8,19

b) (3,-1), (4,-2), (5.-3). (6,-4)

c) (3,0)..,(40), OM, (2,-3 ), (1,-6)

d) (b,c), (e,c), (c;a)
.

For which fUnctions f'.46f. exercise 1 is f f'defined? In each

case in which f f is defined, write out the set of ordered

pairs dorrespondinT,to the.function f f.

4

3. Give an'example of two functions, f and g, for which f g

\"- and g f both makeiense but are not the same functio. .That

is, either the domains of definition are dyferent, or there is

ah input that is assigned dilerent outputs by f g ar f.

Exercises 4 through 7 use the functions A. S; M, defined below:

A is the function that associates Withthch coUnting number, the

sum of that number ahd 5.

s is the function that assoclates w?"in each

6lat is 3 leSs.

M is the function that associates with each pos1b1e rational

2
number (p and crcounting numbers) the rational number 27'.

110
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4. What is the range of the function A? of tht function S?

1111
a) Does the cOmposition A A make sense?

/-

b) If so, what is the range of A A?

c) What is A (A A)(3)?

5. Does the composition A S make sense? What about the composi-

tion S A?

6. Determine which of the following values are defined. If a pro-.

posed expression makes no sense* explain why not.

a) S(-6) b) M(2)

c) A(-6) d) (M A)(3)

e) S 5(17) f) hi MI)

7. Is it possible for A M(r) to mak4'sense for a specific ration-

al number r. .
even though A M tennot,be defined?

8. A businessman has a supply of 5¢ and 86tamps. What values of

postage less than $1.00 can he make wtth'these stamps? Relate

this question to the problem of finding the range of a certain

function. (Hint: If he uses as p and q, theilumbers of 5¢

and 8¢ stamps, respectively, hoW much postage d00 he use? VieW

the ordered Alr (p,q) 45 an input.) '

9. In teimis of the domains and ranges of f and g, describe the

condition that must be satisfie'd in order that f g be defined.

This condition is discussed in terms of inputs and outputs on

pages 108 and 109.
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ACTIVITY 16

SOME SPECIALICTIONS AND THEIR GRAPHS

FOCUS:

There are a few classes of functions that arise frequently'in the ap-

pOcations of mathematics. Three of these, linear, quadratic, and

reciprocal functions, are discUssed and graphed in thit activity. In

addition, the notions of ratio-proportion are connected with,the cpn-

cept of a linear function. The activity, hasfive parts:

Part A: Graphs of Functions,

Part B: Linear Functions and L.inear Processes,

Part C: Quadratic Functions,

Part D: Reciprocal Functions,

Part E: Linear Functions and Proportional Changes.
,

Part A: Gra s of functions.

DISCUSSION:

Since a function can be viewed as a set Of orderedwairs, if both the

domain and range are subsets of the-real nuMbers, then, as we have

seen earlier in this section, the function can be graphed ma Carte-
sian coordinate system.

EXAMPLES

The graph of the function de- A
4.i

=fined y f(0,1), (1,2), GI_

8
(z, (2,1), (;-, )} is shown

at the right (Figure 1).

2

3
n
L

1 -
-1

rai

112 .

1 2 0

1, 3 . 5r 2 2

Input

Figure I



The graph of the function that as-. 5
sociates with each real number .be- 4

tween 1 and 2.(inclusive) the sum

of 1 plus the square of that number CD

is shown at the right (Figure 2).
2

If We denote that function by f 1

ahd write th4s in the Usual notation,

'we write f(x) = 1 + x2, 1 < x < 2..

I I r I T
1 2 3 4 5

Input

Figure 2

The fact that each input can be associated with exactly one out-

put can be interpreted graphically as follows: If one constructt a

Vertical line through an input number, then it intersects the graph

of the function exactly once. This remark provIdes an easy test to

determine whether a graph ts in fact the graph of a function. The

.
g.raph in Figure 3 is not the graph of a function since, for example,

input p does not correspond to a unique output.

Outputs, .00)
associared .4 n.
with input

Figure 3

DIRECTIONS:.

1.1 Graph the "postage function," i.e., the function that assigns to

a real number X the cost of mailing a first-class letter

.Weighing x ounces. Restrict x to be less than or eqUal to 8.
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2 Graph the "income tax function," i.e., the function that assigns

to a taxable incom0 X (measured'in dollars) the federal income

tax due on that income. Use the information _contained ;In the
AR*

table below,

Individual Income Tax Table

1 Regular
Amount of TaXable
Income in Excess of

Tax on (A) but not in Excess
Taxable Amount of (C) is taxed at rate
Income in (A) shown in (D)

(A) (B) (6) (D) c.....

14%
15%
16%

17%
19%
21%

24%
25%
27%

29%
31%
34%
36%
38%
40%

$ 0 0 $ 500
500 70 1;000

1;000 145 1,500
1,500 225 2,000
2,000 310 4,000
4,000 . 690 6,000
6,000 1,110 8,000
8,000 :14590 10,000

10,000 .2,090 12,000
0,000 2,630 14,000
14,000 3,210 16,000
16,000 3,830 18,000
18,000 4,510 20,000
20,000 5,230 22,000
22,000 5,990 ,26,000

DISCUSSION:

4

122
114

An airplane cruising at a steady 600 miles per hout will travel 300

'miles in If hour, 60 miles in hour, etc. If wejake Oe.number of

Speed ph) 40 50 60 70 80 ?O.

1 IGasOline Mileage (mpg) 20.4 19.1 17.7 16.1 1 14,0 1 12.0

0
Patt 8 7' Linear Functions and Linear Processes

i
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hours traveled as input an-loT`the distance traveled at output, then we

can define a function:

Distance traveled = 600 x number of hours.

The'graph"of this function is easy t6 construct. Letus take inpUts

(number of hours traveled) to be 1, 2r,,,*; The:oUtpu"tsAdis=

tances) corresponding to these inPuts are graphed in FigUre

you lay a,ruler (or otligr 4a1ghtedge) along,these,points, yOu Will

,find that they all lie on a straightiline. AS--a result y:thai_

at constant speed the distance traveled is linear functipn a time.

If we had plotted the points corresponding'io all inputs less

thpr equal to 3, our graph would -have appeared as in Tigure5.

9

18 00

12001

600

1800

(-)

0
7 W

600

1200

1 2 3

Input

(number oflours);

2

, Input

(number of hours)

Figure-4 < Figure 5

An important characteristic of many real-wor'ld situations is

illu,strated by this example. Observe that if the airplane makes a

trip of t hours followed by a trip of T hours,-then the distanCe

traveled is,the Same as would have been,traveled in a single trip of

(t + T) hours'. Also, if it mad' a trip'of cT hours, where c is a

1
positive real number (e.g., h urt'.or 71. hours), then it travels c

times the distance it would have traveled in T ,hours. A process

that has these properties, such as travel at constant speed,40s,

called a linear process.
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411.

A linear Vrocess is one in which the output of

the input (x + y) is the sum of the outputs of'

input x and input y and, for any real num-

ber r, the output for the input rx is r

times the output of Titput x.

The idea of a change in input resulting in a proportional change in

output is pursued further in part E.

Usually the terM "linear function" is used 'to!describe a func-

tion whose graph on a stydard Coordinate system is a straiipt

'or a subset of a straight line, this includes, i6 addition to the

functions associated with linear processes,Junctions such as the one

of.the next example.

EXAMPLE

Suppose an amusement park has an admission charg e. of11 and a charge

of $.50 for each ride. The cost associated with 0 to 5 rides is

shown in t'he table

Number
of rides

and graph below.

Cost

0 $1.00
ev

4

1 3

2 2.00 0 2

3 2.50 1 -

4 3.00
1 1 1

5 3.50 1 2 3 4

t

5

Number of Rides

There is a formula that expresses the cost of a visit to the, aMuse-

. ment park (in dollars) in terms of the number of rides. It is:

1
Cost = 1 + (2- x number ofrides).
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DIRECTIONS:

1. It takes 2 ounces of instant beverage powder and 1 gallon of

water to make 1 batch of flavored drink. If mixing flavored

drink is a linear Orocess, use a graOh to determine the amount
1

of powder needed to mix 3 batches of drink, 2- batch, m batches.

2. Graph the cost of a visit to the amusement park if the admission

is $2 and rides ate $.25 each., Are these prices better than

those of the' example? Does the'answer to the question depend

on how many rides are taken?

3. Any temperature can be measured ther.in centigrade degrees

(C°) or Fahrenheit degrees (F°). There is a linear function. re-

lating the temperature measured in centigrade degrees to the

temperature measured in Fahrenheit 71egre8. It has been agreed

that water freezes at 0°C and 32°F and that water boils at 100°C

and 212°g.

a) Graph the linear function that assigns to each temperature

measured in centigrade degrees the asiociated temperature

measured in Fahrenheit degrees: Restrict attention to

centigrade temperatures between 0 and 100°C.

200

150.
_c

cu 100
_c

50

400
Centigrade

b) Use your graph to determine what Fahrenheit temperature cor-

responds to 40°C.

c) As (b), for 20°C.
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p.

d) The temperatures in C°,.and F° are related by the formula

Temperature in F°'=,.%7A + B x Temperature in C°-.,

Find .A and B by substituting the temperiture'of the

boiling and freezing points'of water,'

RISCUSSION:

Part C: Quadratic FuOctions

jf a ball is dropped from rest, then the distince d (measured in

feet) it plls in time t (measured -in seconds) is given,by:

d
2

'This function is graphed for t between 0 and,2 in Ftgure 6.

Input

(time in seconds)-

Figure 6

1 2 3 4 ,

3- 3- -5-
It

Input

(time in seconds)

Figure 7

In this example, suppose that the.ball is released at a height,of 10

feet'above the fibor and its.height above 'the floor is computed for

each time t ,(..nuMber of seconds after release) until it hits the

floor: ,The graph of the functiOn that assigns t9 each time t an

,output equal to the height of the ball abOve the floor, is given in

Figure 7. The ball hits the floOr approximately .79 seconds after it

is released.
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The functions that are graphed in Figures 6 and 7 are quadratic

4111

functions. The trajectory of a drop of waten em'itted.by a garden

hase is'another example of the graph of a quad-ratic function. So-is

the cr056 section of the reflection in an automobile headlight.

These varied examples give you an indication of the widespread pc-

currence of quadratic functions in.the world around us.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Graph the function that assigns tb eadh positive real number x

the area of a rectangle whose sides are x and 3x. Consider

1
only values of x ,between -2-and 3 (inclusive).

2. The area of.a circular disk of radius r is irr
2

. Graph the

function that assigns to each real number r between 0 and 2

the area d, of a circular disk of radius r.

3. Graph the functions f, g, and h on the same coordinate ,system:

f assigns to each x the sum of 1 and X2 .

g assigns to each, x the sum of..2 and x2.

h assigns to eich x the sum of -1 and x2.

Consider only values of x between -1 and +1 (intlusive). De- .

scribe the pattern dis)olayed by these three graphs.

Part D: Reciprocal Functions

. DISCUSSION:

What is the width of a rectangle whose length is 6 and whose area is

12? What if the length is 4 and the area is 12? What if the length

is x and the area is 12? is helpful to construct a table for

this'information:
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Oidensions of a rectangle whose area is 12

Length , Width

. 6

4

.

x

2
2(=

16)

12)

.

12

x

We 'say that the width is 12 times the reciprocal of the length A

or, alternatively, that in rectangles of the same area the width is

inversely proportional to the length.

DIRECTIONS:v.

1. A school ohis-a need for 1200 pencils. The pencils can be pur-

chased in packages of 12, 24, 48, 100 and 200 pencils. Define

a.function by assigning to eath possible package size the num-

ber of packages the school would have to..buy. Make a table sum-

marizing the information contained in the function, and graph

the function.

2. Graph the functions f, g,'and h on the same coordinate system.

f assigns to each. x O'the result of dividing 2 by x.

g assigns to each x 0 the result of dividing 5 by x.

1h assigns to each x 0 the result of 'dividing, y by x.

Consider only values of x between 0 and 5 inclusive. Describe

the pattern displayed by these graphs.

Part E: Linear Functions and Proportional Changes

DISCUSSION:

A recipe)or a fruitc,ake might call for 2 cups of fruit and cups of

nuts. A codk who wants to double the recipe would use 4 cups of'
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1fruit and 1. cups of nuts; one who wanted"to triple ,the recipe would
3

,

1111

use 6 cups of fruit and cups of puts. In general, the amcunt of

fruit will be in_a_1:21- ratio to the amount of nuts, independent of

\ the total amount of fruit and nuts used. To express this fact, We

might write

amount of fruit 2

2 (*3)
amolopt of nuts

or amount of fruit = 3,x ambuRt of nuts,

and.we might say that the amount of fruit is proportional to the

amount of nuts and the constant of proportionality is 3.

EXAMPLE

Suppose that one Hong Kong dollar (1 $ HK) is worth twenty Cents. in

United States money (.20 $ US). The cost of en item can be measured

either in $ HK or $ US. .ince it takes 5 $ HK to have 044Value'equal

to I $ US, we have the following

cost in $ HK = 5 x cost in $ US

1
or cdst in $ US . 3-x cost.% $ HK,

In mathematical terms., proportional changes are described by linear

functions in which input 0 yields output OL-provided that 0 is a

legitimate input. Such functions are often expressed by the equation

f(x) = kx where k is the constant of propckionality.

DIRECTIONS:

I. If the pound, (monetary unit ln great Britain) is Worth

4.25 $ US, find the constants of proportionality A and B in

'the formulas

-

cost of it m in 1: = A x (cost of item in $ US).

and cost of item in $ US = B x (cost of Item in f. ).
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2. For a specific autOmbbile,.the cost Of filling an empty gasoline

tank is'proportional to the price of gasoline. For a fixed

price of gasoline, the cost of filling an _empty gasoline tank is

proportional to the size of the .tank. Write these statements in

mathematical form,.and find constants of proportionality in each

case. (Note that, in the former, the constant depends on the

automobile.)

3. In a grocery store, find a commodity that comes in at least

three sizes. (Laundry detergent and peanut butter frequently

do.) Is the cost proportional to the sizeleGraph your data and

comment on it from a consumer's pointe view.

4.

3
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ACTIVITY 17

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

Functions are studied explicitly,in the upper levels of most elemen-

tary mathematics curricula, and they occur implicitly in the lower

levels and in the discussioni of other mathematical-topics at the

upper levels. Although thee are pedagogical reasons for exercising

selectivity in presenting ttie function concept as a mathematical

idea, it may be the case that it can serNe-as a useful*organizer for

the teacher. This act vi is concerned with identifying the occur-

rence of the function concep in elementary school mathematics cur-

ricula.

DIRECTIONS:

Each of the partial textboolcpages reproduced below contains an ac-

4110
tivity or describes a situation that can be viewed as an example'of a

function. In each case

a). Identify the function.

b) Note its domain and range,:fand whether it is one-to7one.

c) Discuss how a teacher's awareness of the function concept

might influence his/her presentation of the material.
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Map problems

Give the total distance for each trip.

[A) Lake Toiim to Hillvlewo Denton,
(a) Lake Town to Centre City to Denton,
(c) Lake Town to RidgeJiIle to Denton.

(A) Which trip in exe 'se 1 is longest?

(e) Which is shortes ?

(c) What is the difference between theseedistances?

3. How long is a trip that is 4 times as far as from
Hillview to Denton?

fe 1971, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Menlo Park, California.
ETementary School Mathematics, Grade 3, p. 240. Reproduced with
permission.

Reading a chart

The numbers given in the chart
are the children's scores for
each game. For example, Dan
scored 47 points in game 3.

1. (A) What did Bill score in game 5?
(e) What did Fay score in game 5?

(c) What did Dan'score in game 6?

(oj What did Carrol score in game 11

Game 6

Game 5

Game 4

31 71 42 54 34

63 18 43 64

50 76 40

4111111Game 3

Game 2

Game 1

34. 26 58

56 67

28 27 62

47

ACV_

34

54

7V-P/e/G.? cr <4;:'

(t) What did Ann score In game 2?
if) What did Ed score in flame 4?

(o) What. aid Ed score In game T?

(H) What did Carol score in game 3?

6-7

58

52

23

47

(0) 1971, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Menlo, Park, Califbrnia.
ETementary School Mathematics, Grade 3, p. 74. Reproduced with
permission.
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Factors and products

Joan gave Sera these
problems to solve.
Sara solved problems A
and 13 easily, When
*Ile tried problem C,
she stopped and looked
very puzzled, Can
you explain why?

EXERCISES

The factors ors given.
Find the product of
the factors

I( 41
The productind

factor ore given. Find
the gajnigstirs

iS

Ths progct is giv4rs.
find the i fa

ce

of the po vc

1. Give as many different pairs of numbers as you can
that could seive as factors of 24,

2. List the equations that have no whole.number solution.
Then find the missing factors in the other equations,

(alUx112 pa) II1X7=12

(0) X 8 == 12

(c) 111X3= 12 (I) x9=A2
[a) X 4=12 p) X1O=12
(z) X 5= 12 (4) Mx 11=12
(r) X 6=12 (i.) X 12=12

PI) X 1=32
(a)INX 2=32
(o) X 3= 32
le) 4=32
tQl1111X 5=32

PO X 6=32

qp 1971,1AddisOn-Wesley Publishing Company, Menlo ParK, California.
Elementary School Mathematics,,Grade 4, p. 234. Reproduced with

permission.
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Performance Objective: To use formulas to.find perimeter

-fl-means perimeter, a means side. / means length. w means width. I

Perimeter of a square

P 8 8 f= 8 f- 8

p 4 8

P - 32. Perimeter is 32 in.

Formula: P 4 X

'Use the formula to find each perimeter.

1. 3.

Perimeter of a reetangle

P 12 12 8 8

P (2 12) (2 8)

P 2 (12 8)

P 40 Perimeter is 40 in

Formula P 2 X (t+ w)

' II '21 '31 'al '51 of
INCHt

q151 1973, 'General Learning Corporation, Morristown, New Jersey.

STlver Burdett Mathematics, Grade 6, p. 188r 'Reproduced with

permission.
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*Performance Objective: To show that subtracting

"undoes" adding

A is an "add 4," machine. When El

goes in, what number comes out ?

is a "subtract 4" machine. When
10 goes in, what nUmber comes out?

Is the number that came out of B the
ume number that went into A ?

Subtracting a ,.number
"undoes" what wis done
by adding the number,

+ 4 = 10

10 - 4 ='6

1. Look at the machines below. Then copy the
sentences, putting in the missing numerals.

+ 7 - 12 - 7 - 8 + 9 - 0 17 -

Copy each pair of sentences and put in the missing
numerals,.

0

. b

2. 8 +6 -42 13-5 - A 9+9-0: 10- 9 -a

3. 6+9 -0; 15-9- A 7+8 -0: 15- 8 !.. A

4. 7t4-n: 11 - 4 - O,' 3 + 9 .,-, 0; 12 - 9 - a

GID 1973, General Learning Corporation, Morristown, New Jersey.

Silver Burdett Mathematics,'Grade 4, p. 18: Reproduced with

permission.



APPENDIX

6RAPNING SELF76ALUATION QUESTIONS

(Note: Questiorks 1 through 16 make reference to graphs 1 through 8,

whictioare shown on pages e1 through 141.)

1. Referring to grapOis 1 through 8, categorize each assa bar graph,

line graph, circle graph, or pictograph. Summarize your'resUlts

bplow by circling the graph numbers that/apply.

Type,of Graph. .Graph Number

Circle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Line 1 2 3 4 6 6 !, 8.

+ '
Bar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Pict graph 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7

2. Referring to graph 1, k thp years listed (1970-1974), based

on percenta0 of youths arrested for possession of drugs, from

first (highest) to fiftb (lowest).

Year

First

Second.

Thir4

Fourth

Fifth

3. Referring to graph 1, in the period from 1970 to 1974, determine

whether the percentage of young people arrested for drug posses-

sion averaged: (Circle one of a, b, c, d,)

a) well below 10% c) closer to 20% than 10%

b) closer to 10% than 20% d) well above 20%

Don't just guess. Confirm your guess with measurement and com-

putation.
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47--Referring to graph 4, circle eithertrue_or_false

T a) Alcoholic drinks were more in 'reported'usethaii----

all of the other 'items combined.

b) ,Of the Ilght items shown, each of4 4e two most

heavily used items was reported as more heavily

used than all of the other six items combined.

T F Smoking (marijuana and cigarettes-combined) was

more common than any single category.

5. Referrind to.graph 4, the table belOw Was preparq by' reading .

the data off.the graph. Complete this table by,f.eing in tile

boxes. Use your ruler to help make decimal approximations as

accurately as you can

Type'of Drug

Marijuana

L.S.D.

Alcoholic Drinks

Barbiturates

Pertentage keporting Use .

About 2.4

Glue

6. Referring tp graph 5, between

\sle one' of a,4E, d.)

4) increaled about five-fold

b) decreasied by at least one-half

c) increased about two-fold

d) increased about ten-fold

About .7'
4

About

About 1.0 I '

About

About 13.5

,About .2

About

1820 and 1970 population: (Cir-
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7. Referring to graph 6, complete'the table bielow by reading the

a

a a o f-the-graphMake rough estimates for the fractions of

eac igu

Countries Iron_Ore'in Metric Tons

Canada

France

Australia

U.S.

U.S.S.R.

8. Refer to graph 2.

T F a), Deaths from motor vehicle accidents and drowning

accounted for more than halrof the deaths shown.

True or false? (Circle'one.)

c't

b) Deaths frOm drowning accounted for more than one-

third of the deaths shown. True or. false? (Cir-

cle one.)

c) What two categories (i.e., sections of the.circle), when

combined, account for 64% of the deaths shown?

d) The total, of the percentages of all deaths shown adds up to

9. Referring to graph 8, what is the largest expense shown on the

graph? (Circle one of a, b, c.)

a) Entertainment

b) Tuition and Books

c) Room and Board

-10. Referring to ,graph 8, name the categorY shown,on the graph for

_ which the least money was allocated:
-s-
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11. Referring to graph 7, complete the following sentences.

a) During the period shown, bus ridership ranged from a high of 1111

during the monih of to a low of

during the month of

b) The longest period of increase of bus ridership was

months. H

c) Since the month of August there has been a leveling off of

bus ridership. In fact the largest change from one month to

the next since August has been riders.

12. Referring to graPh 7, circle efther true or false.

T F a) The bus ridership data has never sustaiped.more

than a two-month decline.

b) Bus ridership has been less stable since people

have had to pay to

T F c)4During.the period"shown, bus ridership i§ more .,,

frequently above the average figure than below -

it. ,

13. Referring to-graph 3,'list the five types of sports listed for

the 1962-63 season, from first (most participants) to fifth

(least participants).

First

, Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth
eat.

14_ Referring to.gr'aph 1, complete the follbwing paragraph:

"Fr:om the 1962763 season onward the following general pattern

emerges: The number of participants in
- is a clear

first, a'veraling ab0ut (circle one of the.folloWing choices),

1,200,000; 1,400,000; 1,600,000. The number of partiCipants

132'
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in is a clear second, averaging about. (circle

one) 800,000; 1,000,000; 1,200,000: Below:second plate the

numbers of participants in

arid are more closely grouped together, in no

cate averaging more than (circle ond) 200,000; 400,000;

600,000, or lessthan (circle ale) 200,000; 400,000; 600,000"

15. Referring io gr:aph 3, fill in the missing information:.

a) Theflumber of tennis players and the.number of jdggers were

closest together during the year

b) Of the years show since 1961, the number of joggers,was

virtually the same ''as th number df participants

during the year

c) During the year 1956 there were about (circle one of the

' following choices)412, 3, 4, 5 times as many tehnis

players as there were bowlert.

d) Comparing the year 1961 to the year 1962, only the number of

participants in showed a marked decrease.

The number of participants in remained

about the same, while the numbers of

, and showed in-'

creases.

16. Referring to graph 1, if you were to redraw graph 1 to occupy

s the same amount of space on the page that it currently occupies

but in such a way as,to make the relative highs and lows of the

data more readable, you would do best to: (Circle one of a, b.

c 1

a) Put additional marks on the vertical scale so that it goes

from 0% to 100% in steps of 5% instead of 10%.

b) Make the vertical scale run from 0% to 70% in the same space

it now takes to run from 0% td

c) Make the vertical scale run from 0% to 30% in the same space

it now takes to run from 0% to 100%.
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17. ilefeiTing to the table on

the fish harvest on the

right, express:the'data

to the nearest 10,000,000

metric tons. --(Example:

express 35,000,000 or

36,000,000 as 40,000,000.)

Record your.results on the

table below.

APPROXIMATE ANNUAL FISH
HARVEST IN METRIC TONS

(Top 6 countries in 1971)'

Norway 2,838,000,000

U.S.S.R. 2,399,000,000

Denmark 1,388,000,000

Canada 1,143,000,000

Britain 1,110,000,000

U.S. 945,000,000

Fish Data, Accurate to-the Nearest 10,000,000 Metric Tons

Norway

U.S.S.R.

Oenmark

"Canada '

Britain

U.S.'"

18. Suppose you were goihg to make a pictograph illustrating as

closely as is practical the fish harvest data of problem 17."

SuOilose further that you were only allowed to use whole or half

fish symbols.(for example )410. or )411 ). Consider choiceS

or-(iii) below:

i. Let >4101, = 1,000,000,000 metric tons

ii. Let >Alpo = 100,000,00G metric tons

iii. Let >411Mo = 10,000,000 metric tons

Complete the following statements:

a) Under choice ti, Norway would have, whole

fish symbols and half fish symbols.

b) Under choice , Canada, Britain, and the United

States would have the same number of whole fish symbols and

no half fish symbols.
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c) Of the three choices, choice is the least practical

for construction purposes, since the U.S.S.R, alone would

requJre-that fish symbols be drawn.

d) Choice would make construction of the pictograph easy.

But it has the disadvantages that, just from looking at the

fish symbols, it would not be possible to place each of the

six nations precisely in order of size of fish harvest--

something that it is possible to do by looking at the oribi-

nal table ofAata.

e) With 6hoice , the pictograph would retain the precise

order of the nations and would be a little tedious, but nOt

outrageous3y difficult to constrUct.

Referring to the circle at the

right, assuming that the'entire

f circle represents 100% of a

quantity, complete the table

below by filling in the .boxes

with'your best estlmates. ,

Percent Sector Names

5% Sectors I and II

Sector I

SectOrs V and VI

)

121/2%

75%

Sectors I, IIand III

.All except Sector VI



20. Divide one of the circles below into sectors determined by the

following table:

Percent of Whole

,

Sector

, 40% A

25%, B

m20% C
'

10% D

5% E

Two circles are given so that you may use one of them for

scratch,work if necessary. Try to make the best estimates of

what parts of the whole circle you should allot for each per-

centage. Use a ruler or straightedge to draw the radii. Also,

be sure to label each sector with its*corresponding letter.

21. On the grid on the following page, construct an easily readable

bar graph of the data given.

143
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Title: Percent of Students Who Can Make Good
Bar Graphs Before Taking This Course

(1964 through 1968)

Source: World Journal of Phony Statistics
,4

Data: . Year Percentage

1964 10%

1965 14%

1966 18%

1967 26%

1968 23%

6-

22. Statements (a) through (h) below describe changes that might be

effected in the graph that is pictured below. Complete each

statement by circling D, E, or N in the statements (a) through

(h),-Oepending on whether the e wo6ld 'tend to:

D. De-emphasize the daily cha e n production.

E. Emphasize the daily change n production.

N. Not change the emphasis of the daily change in production.
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0 1000

0
990 s Ism

980
0

970

-3 960

cl" 950

12 13 14 15 16

(Dates in May)

a) If you were to reds_th.e above, with more space between each

of the numbert on the horizontal scale, then it would tend

to D E N the daily change in production.

b) If you were to redraw the above wit0 less space between each

of the numbers on the vertical scale, then it would tend to
4D E N the daily change in production.

c) If You were to redrAv the above, using the same total length

on the horizontal scale but equally spacing out the whole

numbers'from 0 to 16 instead of from 12 to 16, then it would

tend to D E N the daily change in production.

d) If you were to refine the vertical, scale by including num-

bers at 955, 965, 975, 985 nd 995, then it would tend to

D E N the daily change in production.

e) If you were to redraw the above, doubling the spacing be-

tween each of the numbers on both Scales, then it woiild tend

to D N the daily change in production.

f) If you were to redraw the above, using the same total length

On the vertical scale but equally Spacing out the scale from '

0 to MOO instead 'of--as it is now--from 950 to 1000, then

it would tend to 0 E .N the daily change in production. ,
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g) If you Were to redraw the above, using a vertical scale run-

ning froM 0 to 1000 in equal steps of 10 and using the same

spacing as the present vertical scale, then it would tend to

D E N the daily change "in production.

h) If you. were to do both (c) and (f), then it would tend to

0 E N 'the daily change in production.
m

23. Each ordered pair beVow corresponds to a point on the given

graph. Indicate the correct letters in the space below.

a) (1,-2)

b) (2,1)

c) (0,1)

d) (-3,-2)

H
1.0.B

-5 A

-1--

.0 -2 -- F

E

-

, 24. Each of the letters below corresponds to a point on the graph in

exercise 23. Indicate opposite each letter the ordered pair

that locates that point.

A.

B.

C.

D.

25. Three diagrams below contain the ame 'informationbut in di

ferent forms. List the three letters corresponding to those X

diagrams:
1

1

A. 1st coordinate 1 3

2nd coordinate 2 4

139
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B.

C.

4

3

2.

1 -IP-

0111i

(1,3)

D.

E.

4

3

2

1

0

(1,2)

Illf
1 2 3 4

(2,4)

1 2 3 4

(3,4)

26. By using the scale of distance on the map of Italy below, cal-

culate the approximate distance between Rome and Palermo

(Sicily)..
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Graph 1

Perceraie-of Young People (Aged 12-21) Arrested for possession

of Drugs in a Town for the Period 1970-1974

100 --

90 --

80 --

70 --
4

60 --

(6' 50 --

a_

30 -.-

20 --

10 --

0 --

1970 1971 1972 1473 1974

Graph 2

A Classroom Report on the Causes of Death From Accidents Among

Young People (Aged 12-21)

Motor Vehicles
39%

Drowning
25%

Other
16%

Poisoning and

Drug Overdoses
20%

141,
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'Graph 3

Data on Sports RarticiOnts in a State (1956-67)
.

Bars ketba 11AA li4
61 62 63 64 65 66 67

Year

Graph 4

Self Report on Use of Drugs Among Seniors in a High School 1974

Heroin

[] Barbiturates

LSD

ElAmphetamines

1---1 Glue

Marijuana.

0

Cigarettes

1

Alcoholic
Drinks '

(4 1 '2 3 4 5 6' 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

(. Per t reporting use
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Grapn 5

Increase in POpulation in a Small Town.

Year

1820 fittik

1950 it ttit*************

Matibt*MatkUidAkiddi
1970 ttict*Wittkittfatt

Graph 6

Iron Ore Production (1972)

1 person

Canada sr 101

France IX ipir

Australia pi gg pi

U.S. !Ig 111

U.S.S.R. 11131511511111ii

. 20 million metrIc tons

.1 o



Graph

Bus Ridership
12,000 11,437 Data

10 ,000.

8,849 7,798
' 8,000

7,438
6,000

6,577

4,000
4,406

3,258 3,014

2,000
2,906

3,091 , 3,100

Pan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Frve Trial Period

Graph 8 .

How One College,Student Allocated His Budget

Entertainment

Clothing

Miscellaneous
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Type of Graph

Circle

Line

Bar

Pictograph

2. First- 1973

:Second 1974

Third 1972

Fourth 1971

Fifth 1970

Type of Drug

Marijuana

L.S.D.

Alcoholic
Drinks

SELF-EVALUATION FORM

Answers to the Questions

Graph Numbers

0 3 4 6, 6 7 0
2 0 4 5 6 a 8

0 2 3 0 5 6 7 8

1 '2 3 4 (EKE) 7 8

Percentage

About 2.4

About .7 ,

4. a). False

b) True

.c) True-
,

Reporting Use

14.1, 14.2 are best; 14.3 acceptabJe

Amphetamines About 1.0 -

(Best choice, Glue accebtable)

Barbitbrates .3, -.4,a,re best; .5-acceptable

ArCigarettes

Heroin

Glue

About 13.5, 0

About .2

12, 1.3, 1.4 acceptable

6. d

7. Countries

Canada

France

Australia

U.S.

U.S.S.R.

Coal in Tons

AccelitabIe 30,000,000 to 40,000,000

Acceptable 50,000,000tb 60,000,000

Acceptable 60,000,000 to 65,000,000

Acceptable 70,000,000 to 80,000,000

Acceptable 200,000,000 to 210,000,000

145152
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4.y

8. a) Trud

b). False'

c) Motor vehicles, drowning

d) 100

12. a) True

b) 'False

0c) Jalse (average is between
5,000 and 6,000)

13. First: Golf
9.

Second; Tennis
10. Entertainment Third: Jogging

11. , a) 11,437;,March
. .

23,014;

November

) 167,*

'14. Golf; 1,400,000; tennis, 800,000.; jogging, bowling, and bas-
ketball '(those last three acceptable i any order); 600,000;
200,-000. \

15. a) 1965 16.

Fourth: Bowl ing

Fifth: Basketball

b) Bowl ing; 1966

c) 3

d) Tennis; basketball;
golfers, bowlers,
joggers (thg last
three sports persons

aim acceptable in any
oVer).

18. a) 2{3- whole; 1 half

b) i

c) 240

d)

153
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c

Norway 2,840,000,000

U.S.S.R. 2,400,000,000

Denmar,k J,390,000,000
Canada ;-'1,440,000,000

'Britain 1,110,000;000

U.S. 950,000,006



19.' Percent

4111
50%

20.

ector Names

Sectors I and II

33
1
% is best;

3 ,

30% to 35%

acceptable

Sector I

25% Sectors V and VI

1
12 % 0 Sector V or Sector VI is best

664 is best;
- 3

65% to 70%

acceptable
7

76%

Sectors I, II and III'

Sectors I, and IV

or all eftept Sectors V' anOI
or Sectors I, II, V and VI

or all except Sectors III and IV

1
87. % i

s
best;

85% to 90%

acceptable

All except Sector VI

The size of your sectors shoulq

be very close to those shown.

Obviously the order does not

matter.

1 5 4
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21. (Vertical numbering going up to 50% or less is acceptable. 30%

shown is about the best. Any more than 50% is not acceptable.) AID

22. a) D

b) D

c) E

d) N

e) N

f) D

J,

,11 g) N

h) D

23. a) .F

b) G

c) B

d) D

30

20

1 0

0

1964 1965 1966 1967 1960

24. A. (1,0)'

B. (0,1)

C. (0,0)

D. (-3,-2)

25. A, D, E :4

26. About 200 miles or 320 kilo-

meters

148
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REQUIRED MATERIALS

ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTH'ER RESOURCES MANIPULATIVE AIDS

Overview
Slide-tape; "Graphs,in the Elementa

(OPtional)
School," cassette recorder and

'1,

.

1 aph paper, ruler, compass, protractor.

4 Ruler, graph paper.
.

6

,

,

Globe, map.of the U.S. with parallels of
latitude which are equally spaced,
Mercator projection of North America-,

Several elementary school mathematics
textbook series.

10 Fredefrique and Papy. Graphs and the .

Child. ,Montreal, Canada: Algonquin
Publishing Co., 1970.

11
,

Attribute blocks.
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ACTIVITY ,
AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER RESOURCES MANIPULATIVE AIDS

12

Frederique and Papy. Graphs did the
Child. Montreal, Canada: Algonquin
Publishing Co., 1970.

.

Frederique. Mathematics and the Child 1.
New York: Cuisenaire Company .ofArnerfca,

1971.

14.
,

_,CF:'. 1'.

1141/gnce beam, Cuisenalre rods, hinged
n4rrar, graph paper, protractor, paper
towels, metric ruler, jat, food coloring
(optional), paper clip, Scotch'tape,
guitar. . 1'
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This unit integrates the content and methods components of
the mathematical training of prospective elementary school
teachers. It focuses on an area of mathematics content and on
the methods of teaching that content to children. The lormat
Of the unit promotes ksmall-group, aclity approach to learn-
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Solbing. . .
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